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ASSHOLE OF THE MONTH 
Put your hand in a pile of shit. 
Squeeze the poop through your fin- 
gers. Raise a chunk to your nose, and 

sniff. Take a nibble. Chew thoughtfully. 
Discard, and try again with the next 
turd. Repeat until you are coated in 

the very shit that you had hoped to 

fling on someone else. You are now 
independent counsel Kenneth Starr 
and HUSTLER's Asshole of the Month 
for August 1998. 

Kenneth Starr's presence is diffi- 

cult to explain. In 1994, Attorney 

General Janet: Reno appointed 
Robert Fiske Jr., a Republican U.S. 
attorney, to investigate alleged 
financial improprieties of President 
Bill Clinton and his wife. 

Senator Jesse Helms was dissatis- 
fied with Fiske'’s aggression. After a 
July 1994 meeting between Helms 
and a judge empowered to switch 
independent counsels, Kenneth Starr, 

a former Reagan and Bush official, 
replaced Fiske, supposedly to elimi- 

nate an appearance of partiality. 
“There is no room for white lies,” 

said Starr. “There is only room for 
truth.” The truth is that Starr appears 
to be about as impartial as stink is 
toward shit. 

In 1996, while serving as indepen- 
dent counsel, Starr received $1.1 mil- 
lion in pay from the law firm Kirkland 
& Ellis, of which he is a senior part- 
ner. Kirkland & Ellis’s client list is 
long on corporate giants, such as cig- 
arettemaker Brown & Williamson, 
which lists Starr as their counsel of 
record. Starr's client has a vested 
interest in driving Clinton from office 
due to the President's stand against 
selling tobacco to minors. 

in Starr's role as a mcepencent coun- 
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sel, he investigated the Resolution 
Trust Corporation (RTC), a govern- 
ment agency that had sued Starr's 
law firm and settled for $325,000. A 
conflict of interest in Starr grilling 
individuals who had bested his com- 

pany is Clear to anyone who has not 
flicked shit in his own eye. 

Shit-eyes Starr's office is also 
preparing an investigation into charges 

that their primary informer, a convict, 

was paid by a Starr benefactor to tes- 
tify against Clinton. No conflict? 

Starr is a minister's son. His 
mother says that his junior-high 
hobby was shining shoes, an activity 
that accustomed his fingers to brown 
sludge. Starr worked his way 
through college selling Bibles door to 
door, He claims that he starts his day 

: David Brock is Gane a 

who brought Fred Goldman: 

by jogging to a creek and singing a 
hymn. He gave a keynote address at 
Regent University, which is run by 
Pat Robertson, founder of the 
Christian Coalition. Despite his 
Christian rigors, Kenneth Starr fix- 
ates on Sex. 

The original charter to Starr's 
appointment states: “To investigate 

whether any individuals or entities 
have committed a violation of feder- 
al criminal law relating in any way 
to...relationships with Madison 
Guaranty Savings and Loan Asso- 
ciation, Whitewater Development 
Corporation, or Capital Management 
Services, Inc.” 

Starr has turned the quest for 
financial improprieties into a ques- 
tion of whether Bill Clinton urged 

“For me, the very proud of Tommy,” 

Monica iaadiahy to deny favo 
fucked him. 

The right of a man in a free country 

to hide his extramarital affairs is an 
implicit freedom that the Founding 
Fathers felt could go unstated in the 
Constitution. Starr's operatives have 
been grilling Arkansas residents for 
information about Clinton's sexual 

hijinks for years. These intrusions are 
a gross violation of a truth that is 
self-evident to all reasonable men of 
good faith 

In 1997, Linda Tripp taped phone 

conversations in which former intern 

Monica Lewinsky allegedly discusses 

sucking Clinton's cock. These tapes 
are probably illegal, but Starr acted 
upon their content without waiting 

tor court approval to do so. A former 

judge, Starr seems to reserve all 
judgments for himself. 

Like the cigarettes he defends, 
Starr is destructive. Short-term harm 
iS a government consumed with sub- 
poenas rather than addressing the 
problems of its citizens. In the long 
term, Starr's insistence that Secret 
Service agents testify against the 
man they are sworn to shield will 

jeopardize the safety of all future 
Presidents. Starr is eroding our 
Constitutional protections against 
unreasonable persecution. In 

America, a man is deemed innocent 

until proven guilty. Starr's mode is to 
pick a target and throw shit at him. 

“Just the facts, ma‘am,” is the 
special prosecutors motto. The 
facts, as they stand, are that after 
spending more than four years and 

$40 million of taxpayer money, the 
shit so far is all sticking to Starr, as 
shit does to any Asshole 

_e: “Pm 

said 
Paula Jones to the American 

Spectator. Brock recently con- 

fessed in Esquire that the 

Spectator story had been a 

mistake he would not make 

today. Painting yourself as a 

former loser is the first refuge 
of the Asshole. 

word oalarey is offensive,” 

said Fred, announcing his pro- 

posed TV show, a series that is 

only considered because of 

publicity surrounding the deaths 

of Fred’s son, Ron, and Nicole 

Simpson. Try on the word 
Asshole; see how it fits. 

Pamela Lee as her estranged 
husband pleaded no contest to 

kicking her dumb ass. “I’m 
happy that he took responsibility 

for this. It’s the first step 

toward healing.” There’s no 

healing from the condition that 

is conjoined Assholes. 

August HUSTLER ri 
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he was blacker than tar. 

He was richer than God. 

The only thing that separated 

them was the Atlantic and an 

ocean of bigotry. But 

against all odds, Robert 

DeNiro’s dinero turned a 

basic crosstown booty 

call into an interna- 

tional téte-a-twat. A 

Paris brothel was 

raided by French 

police, and a paper 

trail led them to 

DeNiro. The aging jf 
movie star was 

questioned, interro- 

| gated and eventually 

released after much 

embarrassment and 

many hurt feelings. 

All for Charmaine 

Sinclair's pussotre 

noire and a 

bit of forbidden 

Black ‘lail.... Charmaine Sinclair: 

le flue fatale. 
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be coming inside your mailbox any minute. Send naught 
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8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 
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Not. going 
anywhere 
for a while? 
Hungry? Why wait? Because 
it's not your turn, black man. 
To fill Tommy Lee with the 
deep, dark taste of Sniggers, 
you must have patience. But 
once Tommy's candy cracker 

ass becomes community 
property behind bars, he'll 

have plenty of time to satisfy 
the cravings of chocolate. | 

Pitch o or catch, 
ream 1% foams satisfies. 

5 sibs BE 
ww oe PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. TOMMY'S TATTOOED BODY, THOUGH STRIPPED IN. IS REAL 

“THE BLUES ARE CROAKED 

| Fae TURNED 
mt TT 

PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. CHRIS FARLEY AND JOHN BELUSHI ARE REALLY DEAD 

BUT THEY WON'T BE IN ANY MORE BAD MOVIES FOR A WHILE 

STARRING CHRIS FARLEY AND JOHN BELUSHI AS WAKE AND DEADWOOD BLUES GUEST APPEARANCES 
BY VIC MORROW AND JOHN DEADASS IREETED BY PAUL BEARER A BURYMOUNT PRODUCTION 
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Beaver Scout 
HUSTLER has always been my favorite 
magazine. I love the beautiful ladies in 
Beaver Hunt. | look at each picture care- 
fully, hoping to see someone I know. 
While checking out the May ‘98 issue, | 
noticed the very beautiful Courtney Lee 
from Lubbock, Texas. Her gorgeous body 
and pierced clit blew my mind. I wish 
HUSTLER printed a magazine that con- 
sisted solely of the luscious ladies from 
Beaver Hunt. —M. H. 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

You're in luck. THE BEST OF BEAVER HUNT 

hit the newsstands on May 26, 1998. Call 
]-8]5-734-]]42 to order an issue. 

Seeing Redheads 
| couldn't wait for strawberry blonde Iris 
to appear in the July 1998 issue (/ris: 
Erotic Acrobat). When will I see a picto- 
rial of two real redheads in steamy girl- 
on-girl action? —R. G. 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Iwo flame-haired lesbos, hold the dick, 
coming right up. Until your order 
arrives, sample the brunet betties serving 

slit in Abbey_and Lucy: Lust Factory on 
page YI, 

Boot-Camp Blues 
|! am a 20-year-old Marine in training. | 
will be stationed here for many more 
months before I’m granted leave. I’m ask- 
ing HUSTLER to help a young Devil Dog 
with a severe case of the blueballs. My 
fiancee lives on the other side of the country. 
| desperately miss her tasty body and tight 
pussy. Would HUSTLER donate $550 for a 
round-trip ticket to a Marine sacrificing his 
freedom to serve his country? —R. M. 

Fort Leonardwood, Missouri 

Curing only one soldier of his blueballs 
would be irresponsible and unjust to our 
army of HUSTLER readers. HUSTLER 
urges your fiancee to send in a picture of 

that tasty body with two forms of identift- 

cation and the signed model release on 
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When ordering merchandise 
through.any 

mail-order 
Supplier, minimize your risk of being disappointed 

by dealing only with mail-order 
merchants 

who accept credit-card 
payment and have a working phone number in their ads 

Any offer that seems too good to be true is probably untrue | 

page 108. Not only will she relieve your 
post, but she'll aid thousands of dogs in 
sumilar situations. 

Hugs and Pisses 
My compliments on HUSTLER'’s deci- 
sion to print plenty of peeing spreads in 
the June (Daisy: Fetish Peddler) and 

July (Cheri: Humiliation Academy) 

issues. Before seeing these sets, | wasn’t 
sure about renewing my subscription. 
The summer issues convinced me that 
HUSTLER is still the hottest magazine. 

—T. K. 
Dayton, Michigan 

More Piss Praise 
Thanks for the squirting Daisy in June ‘95 
HUSTLER (Daisy: Fetish Peddler). The 
hot idea of warm piss really heats the read- 
er’s blood after a long, cold winter. I hope 
you regularly feature beautiful women wet- 
ting the pages of this great magazine. This 
spring, I’m not only thinking pink, but yel- 
low too. Peeing HUSTLER Honeys— 
Bring them on! —D. D. 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

Hedgehog Had His Day 
lam a big fan of HUSTLER and a huge 
Ron Jeremy fanatic. I think he’s talented 
and hilarious. HUSTLER should inter- 
view the Hedgehog for a feature article. 

— A. W. 
Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania 

Kons furry form scurried through the 
pages of the April ’98 HUSTLER in 

Hedgehog'’s Day: 24 Hours in the Life of 
Ron Jeremy. The hairy prince's smashing 

performance in this summers monster 
cinema blockbuster will be a_ starring 

feature in next month’s Bits & Pieces. 

HUSTLER August 



King of Pink and Kink 
Jesus Christ! The June issue of HUSTLER 
is the hottest I’ve ever seen. The shots of 
girls peeing, fisting and sucking cock 
are unbelievable. If that isn’t enough to 
convert nonbelievers, the straight pussy- 
shots are breathtaking! I worried that 
HUSTLER was retreating away from its 
hard-core roots. I’m not worried any 
longer. HUSTLER rubs Penthouse’s 
nose soundly in stink. On the quality of 
the June *98 issue alone, I'll be a sub- 
scriber for life. —B.S. 

Ventura, California 

Suck and Swaliow 
I thought HUSTLER was the nastiest 
magazine in the adult market. HUSTLER 
is mellowing out in its old age. 
Penthouse passed HUSTLER up by fea- 
turing girls with fingers, tongues and 
toys inserted deeply in pussies and ass- 
holes. Penthouse even showed a girl tak- 
ing the entire head of a thick cock into 
her mouth. Show some backbone or at 
least some balls. Blaze the trail instead 
of tagging along. —P. P. 

Akron, Ohio 

We’re waiting for you to catch up, P. P. 
Trey_and Teresa: Holistic Hootch in the 
June 98 issue already featured the hard- 
core cocksucking you described. 

Bigger and Better 
[ subscribed to Fox last year after a friend 
told me they publish better girl/girl lay- 
outs than HUSTLER. | was disappointed 
with what I saw. I decided to reacquaint 
myself with the women in HUSTLER. 
What has happened to America’s 
Magazine? It’s half the size that it used to 
be a few years ago. —J.H. 

Cranston, Rhode Island 

Your memory is shrinking, J. H., not the 
size of America’s Magazine. In the past 
year alone, HUSTLER added an extra 
girl set, as well as three bonus Beaver 
Hunt winners to every monthly issue. 

Le Freak 
I just received the June "98 HUSTLER. 
What a great leap forward for America’s 
Magazine! The hard-core action is great. 
The question is: Will CHIC follow suit? 

—R. S. 
Via Internet 

CHIC remains true to the love of girls and 
the hard-core action their hot, young 
bodies crave. 

Punch With No Pop 
1 am writing HUSTLER to discuss a 

unique desire of mine. Iam a healthy, 
red-blooded, heterosexual American 
male who loves pussy. Over the years, 
I’ve trained myself to elude climax. 
I have gone months without spilling a 
single drop of seed. By keeping all my 
cum, I stay horny and aroused all the 
time. | am curious about having an 
operation that would disable my ability 
to ejaculate permanently. Imagine being 
horny as hell all the time and never 
coming no matter what a woman does. 
Through months of meditation and dis- 
cipline, | could reach a level of sexual 
nirvana that would last forever. I could 
satisfy all women without rest. Please 
let me know if HUSTLER will sponsor 
my operation. —G. M. 

Tucson, Arizona 

An operation is unnecessary. To attain 
your Tantric goal, HUSTLER suggests 
tuning in for a daily dose of Oprah and 
Rosie to quell any urge to come. 

Chilling Child’s Play 
My husband and I recently rented The 
People vs. Larry Flynt. It was an excel- 
lent movie. We are both grateful to Mr. 
Flynt for battling to protect our 
Constitutional rights. Criticizing the 
recent Bits & Pieces parody of the 

Louise Woodward tragedy (“Shake ‘n’ 
Bake Au Pair Style,” April °98) is my 
way of practicing freedom of speech. 
When did child abuse become humor- 
ous? This gag is as funny and arousing 
as someone throwing a bucket of ice 
water on my cunt. Pick on adults, but 
don’t make innocent children the punch 
line of bad humor. —V. M. 

Richmond, California 

The black humor of Louise Woodward’s 
absurd and grotesque product endorse- 
ment helps readers laugh in spite of a 
much darker tragedy. Larry Flynt lauds 
all free and independent thinkers, even 
if they unjustly criticize America’s 
Magazine. 

Buy HUSTLER 
I want to applaud HUSTLER and 
Larry Flynt for pushing the boundaries 
of acceptability. | am not your typical 
HUSTLER reader. I’m a 39-year-old 
bisexual male who enjoys sucking 
cock as much as eating pussy. I buy 
HUSTLER for the studs as well as the 
babes. I'd love to see HUSTLER come 
out with a gay or bisexual magazine 
with the same brilliant photography, the 
spectacular taste in models and the same 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTI KLAI TT gee 

Readers first met sultry Kitty in the 

December 1997 issue of BARELY LEGAL. 

The 20-year-old secretary and Beaver 

Scout alumna enjoys volleyball and sex 

on the beach. Kitty’s soft, luxurious 

sweater and pearls evoke the glamour of 

classic pin-up girls, but only HUSTLER 

readers can determine if Kitty will win 

$5,000 and travel to a glamour capital to 

shoot a HUSTLER photo layout. 

wee §@=«|'S Kitty the purr-fect choice for the 1998 | 

eee Beaver Hunt Grand Prize Winner? 

| All you amateur sex kittens eager to display 

| your talents, please see page 108 for details. 
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JEANNA FINE TELLS THE 

FUCKING TRUTH 

This month in her regular column, porn 
legend Jeanna Fine responds to readers 
seeking erotic enlightenment. She invites 
you to drop her a line and join her on the 
fearless quest for the fucking truth. 

FACE OFFAL 
I love watching the cum facials in porn 
videos. I want to come in my girlfriend’s 
face. She claims that the jizz will sting, 
burn and seriously irritate her eyes. Is 
she right? —R. D. 

Inglewood, California 

Absolutely. Nothing feels worse than a 
wad in your eye from an amateur cocks- 
man. Practice your marksmanship on a 
centerfold pinned to the wall, not your 
girlfriend's mug. When you're ready to 
use a human target, set your lady on her 
knees. In the final moments before your 
blow, jack your pud directly in front of 
her open mouth and extended tongue. Tell 
her to keep her eyes shut. Aim low. If cum 
flies in her eye, flush the sperm out with 
cold water. 

FRIGGIN’ BORED 
I am a 20-year-old guy who doesn’t 
know how to finger-fuck. I’ve frigged 
two girls in my life. They seemed bored 
with the diddling and pulled my hand 
away from their twats. What’s the secret? 

—M. G. 
Montgomery, Alabama 

There is no secret handshake to join 
the fraternity of finger fuckers. Pro- 
longed frigging bores women. I recom- 
mend using digital stimulation as 
limited foreplay. Rub her clitoris 
through her panties, or tickle and tease 
the entrance of her pussy before inter- 
course. But don't diddle for too long. If 
your partner seems bored, take the hint, 
and let your tongue do the walking to 
another activity. 

18 

GREEN AND MEAN 
My fantasy conflicts with my jealous 
personality. | want my girlfriend to per- 
form oral sex on a well-hung man and 
then watch the two of them fuck. My 
fantasy disturbs me, but I’m obsessed 
with witnessing another man bang my 
lady. Should I suggest this fantasy to my 
girlfriend? —J. W. 

Las Vegas, Nevada 

If you act on this fantasy, your self-ad- 
mitted jealousy will certainly destroy the 
relationship. When you see your woman 
in the throes of passion with the well- 
hung man, you'll instantly resent her and 
attack with a barrage of hurtful bullshit. 
You're unable to enjoy the fantasy with- 
out feeling disturbed and humiliated. 
Why make the unpleasant feelings a real- 
ity? Keep this sexual whim safe in your 
head and not in your bed. 

MIND FUCK 
The only way I can bust a nut while 
fucking my girlfriend is to imagine sex 
with porn starlets. Is something wrong 
with me? —E. L. 

Custer, Oklahoma 

No, | don't think anything is wrong 
with you. Men and women fantasize 
about people other than their immediate 
sexual partners to achieve orgasm. If you 
love your girlfriend, cast her in the porn 
movie in your head to relieve some of the 
guilty feelings of mental infidelity. Imag- 
ine me lapping your girlfriend's quim as 
you fuck her from behind. 

ROOMY MATE 
I’m dating a woman who has been with 
many partners. Her pussy feels loose. | 
think the years of dick have stretched 
out her cunt. I know porn actresses have 
rough sex with three or four guys a day. 
How do girls in the industry keep their 
clams tight? —M. C. 

Bismarck, North Dakota 

Come out of the dark cave of igno- 
rance, Neanderthal man. The size and 
elasticity of a woman’s pussy have noth- 
ing to do with the number of men she has 
fucked. I have had sex with hundreds of 
men, birthed a child, and men struggle to 
penetrate my viselike vagina. Every 
pussy is built differently, and sizes range 

(continued on page 29) 
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THE FULLY ERECT 
Hustler Magazine's 5 Highest Rated Videos! 
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Directed by Joey Silvera: starring Jade, Tia, 
Tye, Shawna, Tiana, Mortissa, Lea, Gina, 

Heidi, Joey Silvera and uncredited studs. 

Videocassette: Evil Angel. 

Oriental bombshell Jade, packing 

saline-pumped jugs and a flaring bub- 

ble butt to boot, opens Butt Row 

Outcasts with several inches of man 
gristle stuffed in her yap. Boned until 

a satisfyingly silly grin jerks across 

her inscrutably cute face, Jade departs 

with a quart of dick mayonnaise splat- 

tered across her eyelashes. The 
videography ts masterful as each cou- 

pling proceeds. All-natural brunettes 
with conical creamers, stacked 

blondes with shaved, pink pudenda 

and bubbly Asian trollops with bushy 

clams and mouth-size chest morsels 
unpucker mouths and sphincters for 

hard-driven, wad-churning reamings. 

Joey Silvera displays a flair for per- 
versity — inducing a slant-eyed slut to 

lick splunk from the floor—yet he 

achieves hard-core filth without the 
mean-spirited edge displayed by so 

many pretenders to the gonzo throne. 

Joey Silvera, the new king, reigns 

supreme on Butt Row. 

— Mack Assarian 

August HUSTLER 
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BUTT ROW OUTCASTS: Shawna preps Tye 

Jor a sperm-rocket ride. 

BUTT ROW OUTCASTS: 
Face-fucking Mortissa. 

BUTT ROW OUTCASTS: Tia exposes her 

most marketable feature. 



Nellie meets Old Tripod. 

apOOaPrayer 
“She was young,” recalls Larry Flynt body- 
guard Billy D. of his first glimpse of his 
costar Nellie Pierce on the set of Bionca’s 

Beyond Reality 5. “A sweet, brunet gal, 

maybe 20 years old. Nellie was lying on a 
beam with ner little leg gap wide open.” 

The sight of fresh, moist pussy moved 

Billy D. to prayer. “Please, God, | kept say- 
ing to mysell, /ef my dick get hard for that." 

Billy D. was on his day off from his 

duties on Larry Flynt’s security detail. The 
chance to work in a porn video was the 

fulfillment of a lifelong dream for Billy. 
“| had no idea Billy worked for Larry 

Flynt,” stated Bionca, when asked why she 
gave the unknown black man in the prime 
of his middie years the opportunity to break 

off his wood in a juicy slice of creamy white 

snatch less than half his age. “When | met 

Billy, | knew right away he was a sweet, 
Sweet man.” 

lt may have helped that the security 

specialist had provided Bionca with a 
photograph of his private weapon. Only 

through the use of new panoramic film 

technology was a photograph capturing 

the entire breathtaking span of Billy's 
manhood possible. 

“That thing must be at least 12 to 13 
inches,” exclaimed Ron Jeremy when 

Billy unbuckled his trousers and allowed 
his blood club to boom out. 
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S as Form stud 
“| don't know how big it is,” says Billy, 

sounding like a billionaire too rich to 

count his fortune down to the last million. 
"All | know is, it gets so damn big around, 
girls just grab it and say, ‘Oh, my God!" 

After five hours of nervous, prayerful 

waiting on the set, Billy's first stab at porn 

stardom came. Bionca called, “Action,” 

and succulent brunette Nellie Pierce 
spread for a double-team stuffing from 
Billy and veteran horndog T. T. Boy, 

“| was scared,” Billy admits today. “I 

Sucked on that little girl'S toes. | started 
eating her vagina, but | still wasn't getting 

no emotion down there. All the lights. All 

the people. | wasn't getting hard. 

“But then she started sucking me, and, 
man, it just comes alive.” 

The slumbering giant awakened. Billy 

was ready to bust open little Nellie’s tail. 
“Do her in the ass,” Bionca directed. 

“No, no!” Nellie's frightened screams 
echoed on the set. “Hes too big!” 

“| didnt get a chance to do her in the 
ass, Billy explains. His face lights with 
joy. “But | cant remember the last time | 

had my dick inside a 20-year-old girl.” 

How does the boss feel about his 

employee moonlighting during off hours? 

“| think it's okay with Mr. Flynt,” Billy 

says. “Mr. Flynt has a new name for me. 

He calls me Old Tripod.” 

Intense 
Perversions 

Volume 6 

Directed by Brian ‘Cheeks” Williams; 
Starring Ruby, Holli Woods, Candy Hill, 

Frank Towers, Kyle Stone, Charlie, 
Candy Vegas, Sydnee Steele, 

Dave Hardman, Sledge Hammer 
and Guy DiSilva. 

Videocassette: Heat Seeker Productions. 

Intense Perversions, similar to 
the slumber-party pastime Truth 
or Dare, coyly asks each mem- 

ber of five fuck duos to describe 
a forbidden fantasy. The director 

flips a com, and the winner's 
request becomes reality. Candy 
Vegas, with all the charm of a 

sun-fried Tijuana street whore, 

personifies Intense Perversions 
failure: relying on vacuous, 
vapid, vacant talent to suggest 
stupid scenes. Only Holli Woods 
manages to invoke a prick-stiff- 
ening scenario. Woods’s elec- 
tric-blue eyes blink under Bettie 
Page bangs as she plots the sub- 

versive tale of a Catholic school- 
girl seducing her teacher. Flitty 
Kyle Stone, in the role of 

teacher, gasps as Woods lifts her 
tartan skirt and reveals jet-black 

pubes, fuchsia labes and two 

orbs of jiggling flesh that form 
her tremendous can. Holding 

Holli’s legs together over her 
head, Stone dips his wick in 
her tight, pink shitter. More 

dense than intense, Perversions 
is nearly a waste of tape. 

—Mitch Shepard 

Johnny Toxic'’s 
Butts te 

Directed by Phoenix 13; starring Kira, 
Justine, Gabriella, Candy Apples, Dick 

Nasty, Joey To and Johnny Toxic. 
Videocassette: Sin City. 

A porky brunette lolls in her 
crummy, dead-end-life apart- 

ment. She spreads undulating 

cheese thighs and shoves plastic 
into her loose, slimy cunt. 
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Angry-red pimples dot her flab- 

y ass cheeks. Johnny Toxic 
enters. He wears a yellow hard 
hat, knee pads, boots and ball- 
hugger briefs. His appearance is 

supposed to be a joke; Toxic’s 
character 1s called Fred the Butt 

Plumber. He fucks chicks in the 

ass when they call him on the 
phone. The back-door-delivery- 
man gag has been a stock rou- 
tine of adult video since before 
Johnny Toxic’s mother pooped 
him out of her snatch. Two of 

four scenes don’t deliver anal 
sex. The incompetent boob 

manning the video cam renders 

much of the action in jerky, out- 
of-focus shadows. One skank, 
with a murror-shattering grin, 

bends over to reveal black, 
crinkly sphincters. Was a dog’s 

butthole grafted onto this 
chick? Butts Up is butt ugly. 

—M. A. 

L.A. Uncovered 

Directed by Francois Clousot; starring 
Roxanne Hall, Laura Palmer, Jessica 

Darlin, Christi Lake, Nellie Pierce, Earl 
Slate, Vince Vouyer, Jonathan Morgan, 
Michael J. Coxx, Frank Towers, John 
Decker and Tyler. Videocassette: 

Sunshine Platinum. 

More gum flapping than fuck- 
ing, the fake film noir of L.A. 

Uncovered arrogantly forgets 

the viewer’s purpose for renting 
a porn video. Michael J. Coxx 

plays Eddie Reliant, a hard- 
boiled dick in this overblown, 
long-winded blunder. Coxx’s 
one-dimensional Mike Hammer 
impersonation falls flatter than 
ferret-faced Christi Lake’s pan- 
cake ass. After yawning through 
25 minutes of predictable plot, 
John Decker finally porks the 

face and ass of a crimp-hair fuck 
pig fresh from the trailer park. 
Coxx and frat buddy Frank 
Towers drum out the dreary beat 
of syncopated double dorking in 
Lake’s large love canals. 
Looking like Kate Moss’s well- 

fed, slutty sister, Roxanne Hall 
falls for the double cross as 
Coxx fingers her hairless quim 

and investigates her anal cavity. 
Stripped down, L.A. Uncovered 
might have taken off. —M. S. 

August HUSTLER 



ERECT 

Directed by Alex Sanders: 
Starring Sid Deuce, Malitia, 

Sydnee Steele, Shannon Rush, Dee, 
Katie Gold, Alex Sanders, 

Bob Magnum, Austin Towers 
and J. J. Michaels. 

Videocassette: All Good Video. 

Potato-nose helmsman Alex 

Sanders probably thought he 

had a ringer with Sweer Rides. 

He combines cum-slathered 

porn sluts with cars. 

Although a conceptually sound 

vehicle, Sweet Rides occasional- 

ly breaks down from missed 

money-shots. Awkwardly cram- 

ming in cramped car interiors, the 

contorted fuckers stain and 
scratch the immaculate automo- 

biles, causing more anxiety than 

arousal. Some of the human colli- 

cool 

sions are worth watching, as 

when barely legal fuck gamine 

Katie Gold spreads her twiggy 

gams for J. J. Michaels on the 

running board of a cherry-red 

1929 Ford Chop Top. Gold plants 

four on the floor, and Michaels 

rams his piston into her leaking 

cylinder. Gold’s swollen chest 

buds wiggle and shake with each 

cunt-stretching crank. The lithe 

chippie sports a pained look on 

her cherubic face as Michaels 

bores out her clenched turd tun- 

nel. Michaels throws a rod and 

blows hot oil all over Gold's 

pouting Sweet Rides 

grinds gears and backfires, only 

halfway to an excellent rating. 
—M. S. 

mouth. 

INTENSE PERVERSIONS: Towers tastes Ruby’s slice. 

ERECT 

Directed by Veronica Hart; 
starring Juli Ashton, Nikita, 

Stephanie Swift, Hayley Lynn, Monti, 
Alexis DeVell, Scotty Schwartz, 

lan Daniels, Kyle Stone, Johnny Pacwood, 
Holland, Nick East and Tony Tedeschi. 

Videocassette: VCA. 

lf angels fell from heaven and 

turned into porn sluts, they would 

look like Nikita. The tall, cool 
blonde from Russia Is one of the 
most lovely creatures ever to 

crawl around on all fours and 
enthusiastically cram two cocks 

in her bottom apertures at once. 

Unfortunately, The Wrong Snatch 

takes 45 minutes to reach the 

zenith of Nikita’s DP degradation. 

Most of this James Bond spoof 
seems like a high-school video 

project made by the more retarded 

elements of a special-ed class. 

Failed Hollywood actor Scotty 

Schwartz crops up in a number of 

painful cameos. Bored, implant- 
plumped sows mount rented studs 

for a series of halfhearted humps. 

At last, Nikita’s otherworldly blue 

eyes loom into the screen. Her 
porcelain skin glows with fuck 

perspiration as her curly, blond 

snizz is stuffed with chud. A sec- 
ond prong plugs into her pink butt 

lips. Nikita arches electrically and 
writhes with unfakable abandon 

until twin bolts of ball current zap 

her simmering smile. Nikita’s 12 

minutes of dick-harrowing glory 

only partially rescue The Wrong 

Snatch from total failure. 
—WM. A. 

L.A. UNCOVERED: Double 
talented Christi Lake. 

THE WRONG SNATCH: Nikita shares herself with chums. 
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HUSTLER Letters Volume 1]. 
Bliss and Hardman in 

HUSTLER Explodes Jizz Biz | 
in the words of Larry Flynt, “If you like 
HUSTLER Magazine, you will love 
HUSTLER Video.” 

HUSTLER Video's expanding line of 
XXX videotapes includes such 
favorites as the anally explicit, high- 

end Hot Letters-based series, sold as 
HUSTLER Letters, and Beaver Hunt, as 
well as the years biggest hits, [he 

1-800-566-5760 
A loving couple from Beaver Hunt Volume One. 

World's Luckiest Man, featuring Jon | 
Dough and 101 sperm-guzzling | 
sirens, 37 Girl Pickup, presenting the | 
largest all-girl orgy in history, and the | 
uncut, fully hard-core version of the | 
Tommy Lee and Pamela Anderson 
home fuck video. All titles are avail- 
able to HUSTLER readers, 18 or older, 
for $39.95. } 

| 

| 
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Directed by Dave Cummings; 
starring Shanna McCullough, 
Samantha, Precious D’Mae, 

Lola Shores, Anastasia, Pandora, 
Candy Apples, Denise Peters 

and Dave Cummings. 
Videocassette: Fallen Angel. 

Ever felt the urge to watch 

Grandpa fuck? Probably not, but 
America’s dismissive attitude 
toward the elderly doesn’t stop 
Elmer J. Fudd look-alike Dave 
Cummings from perpetrating 
acts of senescent coitus in 
Sugardaddy. Quite the cocks- 
man, the good-natured 57-year- 

old sprays eight sluts with copi- 
ous amounts of cum from his 
wrinkled elephant trunk. Sugar- 

daddy falls victim to the justifi- 
able ageism of the adult-movie 
industry, in which starlets pass 

their prime by their mid-20s. 

Yesterday’s jerk-off fantasy 
Shanna McCullough causes the 
viewer's bile to rise. A porn 
veteran of considerable age, 

McCullough fades into the twi- 
light of her career with Elmer J. 

Fudd’s dick in her freckled ass 

and a skin condition on her chest 

that looks similar to the bubbly, 
oily crust of a McDonald’s Hot 

Apple Pie. For the sake of the 
viewer, Sugardaddy should be 

retired, —M. S. 

Directed by Jim Gunn; 
Starring Nicole Landon, 

Amanda Summers, April Victoria, 
Cleopatra, Fahren Heights, Nicollina 

Foxx, Pandora, Rob, Carlos D.., 
Joe Dick and Austin Steel. 

Videocassette: Pleasure Productions. 

Canadian Beaver Hunt claims 

to feature neighborly holes from 
north of the border. Who’s to 
quibble with the fact that 
Nicollina Foxx speaks Canadian 

24 

with a Long Island accent? A 
hole’s a hole to the stiff prick, 
and knobby nippled Nicole 
Landon is well-enough formed 
to induce a blood surge for a 
vigorous hard-on. The boner’s 

high expectations quickly 
shrink as Landon is lifelessly 
plowed by a lumpy geek in a 
poorly lensed setting. The only 
twists added to the humdrum 
couplings are the outdoor set- 
tings, the occasional dyke pile 
and a porcine, jelly-bellied 
chick who might have been bet- 

ter employed in a fatty-chaser 

video. Canadian Beaver Hunt 
should be arrested at the border. 

—M. A. 

Directed by Mitchell Spinelli: 
Starring Toni James, Alexis Dane, 
Shawna Edwards, Tina Tyler, 

Angelica Sin, Gino, Tony Michaels, 
Alec Metro, Davia Ardell, Tom Scruise, 

Michael Hurt, John West, 
Rich Handsome and John Decker. 
Videocassette: Plum Productions. 

In an outdoor orgy, a responsi- 

ble brunette extends a fake- 
nailed finger to her fuchsia-col- 

ored fuckhole to discern if her 
partner's wiener 1s _ still 
wrapped in plastic. The camera 
pans to her velvet vertical slit. 

A condom-covered cock easily 

glides in and out of the glisten- 

ing folds. The dick enters pro- 

tected and reemerges naked, the 

prophylactic disappearing in 
the depth of her flue. Dedicated 
to his art, latexless Lothario 

continues the bareback bonejob 

without missing a beat. To quiet 
his lover's fears about his 
unprotected plunging, he huffs, 
“I swear, I had a condom.” 

Pulling out, he nuts on her tight 
stomach. Sizzle’s box cover 
boasts Toni James as the para- 
mount pussy of the nut-wrench- 
ing epic, but gorgeous, tawny 
Alexis Dane steals the show. As 
John Decker wrecks her puck- 
ered pooper, Dane mauls her 

prominent love button with 
orgasmic gusto. Sizzle 2 burns 
through scene after scene. 

—M. S. 
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Sl IGARDADDY: Mc¢ ullough 
pleases her daddy. 

ERECT 

Directed by Chuck Martino; 
starring Angelica Sin, Liza Harper, 
Holly Body, Chandler, Shay Sweet, 
Emily, Eric Price, Tony Martino, 

Rich Handsome, Christian Steele 
and Frank Bukkwyd. 

Videocassette: Sunshine Films 

In Erotic Obsessions, Angelica 

Sin plops her ass on a leather 

couch during a therapy session 

and exposes the sexual kinks in 

her psyche, as well as her panty- 

less crotch. The — silicone- 

enhanced slut bemoans her 

nymphomaniacal behavior. “I 

stay faithful to my husband. | 

never fuck one guy more than 

once.” After the titanic-titted trol- 

lop narrates several snippets of 

graphically reenacted fantasy 

smut, trousers bulge big for the 

top-heavy brunette. The good 

doctor stalks Sin’s muniskirted 

wiggle at the beach. Along the 

way, the shrink boffs a hooker on 

the hood of his Corvette. Sin 

attends a cocktail party and diddles 

her bean for a muscled dolt while 

he titty-fucks a hatchet-faced scum 

sucker. In the final scene, the good 

doctor aborts sick-bitch Sin's inner 

child by stabbing her womb with 

his hot poker. Erotic Obsessions 

cures blueballs with one-handed 

therapy. — M.S. SIZZLE: 
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EROTIC OBSESSIONS: Angelica Sin barks like a dog. 
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A quick checklist of features reviewed in past issues 

of HUSTLER and HUSTLER EROTIC VIDEO GUIDE. 

Cafe Flesh 2 (VCA) 
Jeanna Fine, Stacy Valentine, Dave Hardman 

Klimaxx (Sin City) 
Angela Ambrus, Gina Savage, Jofi Parker 

L.A. Lust (VGA) 
Helen Duval, Stacy Valentine, Mark Davis 

Operation: Sex Siege (Private Gold) 
lvy Crystal, Dina Jewel, Zoltan Hess 

Skin Xl; Unbound 
(Eurotique Entertainment) 
Nikita, Raylene, Mickey G. 

HUSTLER Presents: The World's 
Luckiest Man (Vivid Video) 

Jon Dough and 101 porn stars 

a 2 
Aim to Thrill (VGA) 

Solveigh, Kiki, Kyle Stone 

Bubblegum Babes Volume One 
(Xavier Productions) 

Chelsea, Nicolette, Sylvia 

Planet Sex (Xcel) 
Erika Bella, Anita Rinaldi, Andrew Youngman 

Russian Rhapsody 
(Roy Alexandre Productions) 

Anouska, Erika Bella, Mike Foster 

Sex TV: Nubian Princess (New Sensations) 
Sexy, Mocha, Santino Lee 

Backstage Sluts #1 (Zane) 
Jacklyn Lick, Holli Woods, lan Daniels 

Born for Porn (Pleasure Productions) 

Randee Lee, Kiki, Dave Hardman 

Mind Games (Wicked Pictures) 
Marilyn Starr, Chloe, T. 7. Boy 

Paradise (Wicked Pictures) 
Jenna Jameson, Avalon, Peter North 

Rearview Mirror (VCA) 
huby, Raylene, Monti 

Appassionata 
(Adam and Eve Productions) 

Asia Carrera, Raylene, Alex Sanders 

Extreme Strictness in Morals (Puritan) 
Stephanie Swift, Missy, Dave Hardman 

Son Doobie, Porn King (Vivid) 
Sophia, Juicy, Son Doobie 

2 A.M. (VA) 
Kelly O'Dell, Nicole London, Kyle Stone 

Deep Throat: The Quest Begins 
(Arrow Productions) 

Jill Kelly, Karime, William Margold 

My First Time (Oooh LaLa Productions) 
Donna Warner, Delfin, Sean Rider 

Wall to Wall Volume 2 
(Pleasure Productions) 

Charlie, Kira, Jeremy Steele 

Starring Alisha Klass, 
Samantha Stylle, Maya, Andrea, 
Jesse James, Tom and Sean. 

Videocassette: Seymore Butts Home Movies. 

Alisha Klass is the principal 
attraction in the traveling freak 
show titled Seymore Butts Does 

Europe. Klass may not be the 

brightest bulb to light up the 
obscene screen—she proudly 

displays a Seymore Butts tattoo 

across her cushy rump—but she 

is cute. More importantly, she is 
unique in her ability to projectile 
come. Klass hikes her grease- 

smeared thighs up in a V and 
screams like a kazoo stuck in a 

vacuum-cleaner hose while 
Butts rams digits into her crap 
rings. A strong, clear stream of 

alleged G-spot juice squirts 

from her baby chute. The fact 

that many physicians consider 

G-spot ejaculate to be nothing 
so mysterious as the spray of an 

incontinent bladder does not 
faze Butts. He squeezes his bul- 

bous schnozz into her slit and 
thirstily laps up the flood of sus- 

pect body fluid. Favoring fresh- 

faced brunettes skilled in the art 
of giving deep-throat and tal- 

ented at receiving punishing 

rectal reamings, Seymore Butts 
Does Europe succeeds in soak- 

ing the viewer’s palm. —M.A. 

Starring Phyllisha Anne, 
Amytheist Stone, Sirena Lewis, 

Don Fernando and Max Hardcore. 
Videocassette: Filmwest Productions. 

Some people hate Max Hardcore. 

They say Max ts a deviant psy- 

chopath. Anal Xcursions, like most 

finer Max productions, is twisted 
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beyond the pale of accepted perver- 

sity. Max plunges a medical instru- 

ment into one hootchie’s clam and 
presents queasy, excruciating close- 

ups of squirming cunt walls. 
Phyllisha Anne skips into Max’s 

pad displaying the happy smile of 

an unsuspecting victim. Max grabs 

her by the throat and sodomizes her 

grin until Phyllisha Anne's mouth 

foams with choke spittle like a 

rabid mutt’s. Predictably, dim-wit- 

ted critics fail to see the satirical 

edge underlying Max's anal 

immorality plays. One butt boff 

begins with Max playing a chival- 

SEYMORE BUTTS: ¢ ‘utte-pie cocksucker Alisha Klass. 

MAXIMUM ANAL XCURSIONS: Lewis’s brown bull’s-eye. — 

Px \ 
> > L 

rously concerned boyfnend. His 

troubled girlfriend arrives at his 

door. “I need your help,” she says, 
the picture of needy feminine dis- 
tress. “Sit, cunt,” Max says, polite- 

ly gesturing to the couch. “Are you 

pregnant?” “No,” she answers. 
“Good. I'd hate to have a little fuck- 
hole junior running around.” Max 

resolves the delicate situation by 

brutally fucking her in the ass, and 
she leaves, a happy, serene girl. 

Anal Xcursions is funny, disturbing 

and top-notch filth. It’s not Max's 

fault if people hate themselves for 

liking him so much. —M.A 

August HUSTLER 



Incredible Sexual Discovery! 

Chemists perfect amazin 
Sex ee that a 

| AS VEGAS— In a_ significant 
| breakthrough that promises more 

| sex and better sex for men and 
women everywhere, biochemists in 
University research labs have discovered 
a 100% legal, potent aphrodisiac (sex lure) 
that chemically turns on a woman's inborn 
desire to make love! 

Science has long known that an exotic 
group of hormones called pheromones 
trigger sexual response in animals. 
Female insects release pheromones that 
allow males to track them from miles away. 
And we've all seen dogs “sniffing” each 
other as part of their mating ritual. 

Finally, after years of research, scien- 
tists have isolated the powerful human 
male pheromone that triggers an “animal 
response” in any woman! 

IT’S TRUE - A POTENT SEX SCENT 
THAT REALLY TURNS WOMEN ON! 

Just one or two pheromone molecules trigger 
instant response in sensors in a woman's nose - 
and blast a powerful sex signal directly to her brain. 
Instantly, she’s “turned on” - without knowing why! 

In an actual blind study, half the men used 
cologne with pheromones, half did not: neither 
group knew which was which. The results were 
incredible: five times as many men using cologne 
containing pheromones reported more sex, better 
sex, and greater sexual Satisfaction than the con- 
trol group that didn't! 

Single men reported that women were drawn 
to them like iron filings to a magnet! They said that 
more romantic contacts, and more satisfying sex 
was the result! 

Married men reported new interest from their 
wives, more great sex than they've had in years. 
One man said, “She went from never being in the 
mood to being in the mood almost every night.” 

TURN AN ORDINARY HOUSEWIFE 
INTO A WANTON “SEX SLAVE”! 

Any man who tries it will soon discover for 
himself that this incredible oheromane cologne - 
called Sexcess! - can turn almost any woman into 
an involuntary “sex slave” to her own genetically- 
programmed desires. 

When a dentist put its powerful pheromone 
ingredient on a chair in his waiting room, women 
fought to sit in that chair! 

When scientists sprayed pheromones in one 
phone booth, and left two others untreated, more 
women used the sprayed booth than the other two 
combined! 

IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT 
YOU LOOK LIKE - SEXCESS! 

IS REALLY GONNA WORK FOR YOU! 

In a breakthrough study, one twin brother used 
pheromone cologne, while his identical twin broth- 
er did not. Girls instinctively picked the brother 
wearing the cologne without knowing why! 

women give in! 

TRY IT YOURSELF AT 
ABSOLUTELY NO RISK! 

Are you timid? Do you consider yourself to be 
unattractive? Are you always getting shot down by 
girls? 

Sexcess! costs just $29.90 for 5ml., and it's 
worth every penny and more. But we want you to 
try it yourself, at absolutely no risk to you. 

Sexcess! is not commercially available. 
Here's all you have to do. Dab a drop of 

Sexcess! behind your ears, in your armpits, and 
between your legs. Then walk into a room, and 
approach the woman of your choice. She’l/ be the 
one who starts talking with you! 

In fact, if after one month of Sexcess! you 

HERE’S HOW THIS AMAZING 
SEX LURE WORKS 

Shs that 

human sexual response can be triggered by powerful chemi- | 
cal sex lures called pheromones. 

| _ Androstenone - the male pheromone in Sexcess! is 
| picked up by receptors in a woman's nose, which immediate- _ 
ly signal the sex center in her brain to “turn on". Herhor- | 
mones start surging, her sex organs lubricate, and she 

| instantly becomes romantic and receptive to sex! And the 
best part is, this automatic biological response is beyond 

your control - or hers! 

amazing 

IF YOU NEVER HAD SUCCESS WITH 
WOMEN AND THINK IT'S IMPOSSIBLE, 

AT LEAST READ THIS: 

Because the pheromones in Sexcess! go to 
work instantly to trigger a powerful sexual 
response in the deepest, most primitive part of 
a woman's brain, it doesn’t matter how old you 
are, what kind of physique you have, what you 
look like, or how rich you are. 

sexcess! guarantees you a 500% better 
chance at success with women, or your money 
back! 

don't agree that it's the best thing that ever hap- 
pened to your sex life, just write us a note, and we'll 
immediately refund your money. (You can even 
keep the unused portion of the product for your 
trouble!) 

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED - ORDER 
TODAY! 

You'll swear it's a miracle - but it's not. It's sci- 
ence pure and simple, and that's why it works! 

But creating the synthetic human male 
pheromone that is the secret to Sexcess! is a slow 
and costly process, and supplies are very limited. 

There's simply not enough to go around, and 
sexcess! is currently not available in any store. 
However, a small quantity has just been released 
by the laboratory - and you can order 
Sexcess! now if you hurry! 

SEXCESS!, 4001 SOUTH DECATUR BLVD., #37-804 

LAS VEGAS, NV 89103-5800 

. oa Po ee 

500% BETTER CHANCE AT 
SUCCESS-OR IT’S ALL FREE 

SEXCESS! 

4001 South Decatur Bivd., 437-804 

Las Vegas, NV 89103-5800 

} YES, my money back immediately, no questions 
| asked, if | am not 500% more successful. Please send 

me by return mail (in plain, unmarked package): 

I 1 One 5mi. bottle of Sexcess! 
| (to attract women)............0...0... 3 29.90 

| Q | am enclosing $55. Send two. 
_ | am enclosing $3.00 for postage and handling. 

Enclosed is my 0 check or 0 money order for 

$___—_spayable to: Sexcess! 
Charge my: 0 VISA O MasterCard 

Card #: 

| State B Shea eh) 

J Date of birth mowny__ (na) 
! Allow 4 te 6 weeks for delivery 

' (©1998 DAA, INC, 

(YEAR) 
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Dear SIUT seiore ine ménage a trois, decide the b 
the duo drives her vagina, while junior rides anal. 

from small to XXL. Perhaps the loose fit 
isn't caused by her pussy, but by the size 
of your cock. 

TWO TIMER 
My best friend and I are fucking the 
same girl. She asked us to double pene- 
trate her. Can two cocks tear the skin be- 
tween the asshole and pussy? What is 
the best position for maximum pleasure? 

—A. S. 
Buffalo, New York 

Yes, two rough fuckers could tear her 
taint skin, But if you and your friend use 
great care and plenty of lubrication, 
there shouldn't be a problem. Before the 
ménage a trois, decide the best fit for her 
holes. The bigger dick of the duo drives 
her vagina, while junior rides anal. I 
suggest two possible positions. The first 
position works better for camera angles. 
Anal man lies on his back, acting as the 
anchor. The female sits reverse cowgirl 
and faces anal man’s feet, in a crablike 
crouch. Pussy man enters her missionary- 
style. The girl’s arms and feet support 
her body. The second position allows the 
female more comfort. Place pussy man 
on the bottom. The female sits standard 
cowgirl. Anal man plugs the bung doggy- 
style. Heed this warning: Penetrate her 
slowly! Vagina man always enters first. 
Anal man moves in accordance to her re- 
quests. Listen to the female, and make 
sure her cries are inspired by pleasure, 
not pain. 

COMING UP SHORT 
My dick measures six inches when erect. 
I have no problems attaining wood in 
front of strangers. I’m able to hold my 
jizz and pop on demand. Do I have a 
chance of making it in the porn business? 

—T. K. 
Roseburg, Oregon 

Sorry, buddy, but the line of men wait- 
ing for a part in the porn business could 
circle the globe. You need both quantity 
and quality to be a working cocksman on 
the blue screen. Use your dick control to 
please women. If you really want to fuck 
on film, make amateur videos for a minor 
distributor. People have crossed over 
from the bush to the big leagues, but suc- 
cess stories are few and far between. 

69 FLAVORS 
My friend is a soldier and has traveled all 
over the world. He says pussies of differ- 
ent races have distinct flavors. Using 
white girls as a standard of comparison, 
he claims that black pussies taste bitter, 

August HUSTLER 

Asian poontang tastes sour and cunts 
from south of the border are salty. I’ve 
never performed cunnilingus on girls of 
color. Does your experience eating muff 
support his theory? —E. B. 

San Diego, California 

Yes, pussies from different ethnic 
groups have distinct flavors. Taste de- 
pends on diet and hygiene. The same 
rule applies to men. Sperm from a man 
who ate a Caesar salad and asparagus 
for dinner tastes bitter compared to a 
guy who chowed on a cheeseburger. I 
have found that black women have an 
earthy, pungent tang that’s extremely 
erotic and enticing. However, most 
women in this country will taste fairly 
uniform because they’re Americanized 
and culturally similar. 

PANIC BUTTON 
My girlfriend takes hours to climax dur- 
ing sex. She complains that too much 
direct stimulation on her clit makes her 
pussy numb. How can I make her come 
if I can’t touch her clit? —A. L. 

Lexington, Kentucky 

Lay off the clit. Don’t concentrate so 
hard on making her come. Have a Zen 
moment, and focus on feeling good. Get- 

(continued from page 18) 

est fit for her holes. The bigger dick of 

ting there is more than half the fun. The 
final goal shouldn't be a simple orgasm, 
but helping your partner find pleasure 
throughout the entire sexual experience. 

THANK GRAFENBERG 
Last time I fucked my girlfriend, I fin- 
gered her deeply. I rubbed something 
hard in her cunt. I thought the pea- 
shaped object was a tumor. When | 
brushed against it, she went into an or- 
gasmic frenzy. What the hell is that peb- 
ble in her snatch? —K. J. 

Chippewa, Wisconsin 

Nice navigation, Columbus of the 
coochie. Welcome to the wonderful, well- 
hidden world of the G spot. I hope you 
make many visits. Avoid lunging directly 
for the spot. Take your time, and use 
plenty of foreplay to prepare her for the 
deep dive for the magic marble. 

Do you have a question for Jeanna? Write 
to Dear Slut, clo HUSTLER, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 
90211, or E-mail at slut@Ifp.com. @& 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLIVE McLEAN 

“I can’t suck enough black dick,” gushes 

Kerri. “It’s hard enough to live in a 

' Society that condemns my desire. Not 

to mention hiding it from my uptight 
‘husband, Yale.” She gazes lovingly at 

her lover Jeffrey’s stiff, ebony cock. 

“It’s not my fault Yale bought a loft 

next door to the most gorgeous African 

American male in Manhattan.” Kerr 

slides her mouth over Jeffrey's bulbous 

meat helmet. 

“Nothing tastes sweeter,” Jeffrey 

whispers, gently fucking Kerri’s face, 

“than forbidden fruit.” ? 
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How to order them without embarrassment. 

How to use them without disappointment. 

oday, people are interested in improving their 

lives and exploring their own sexuality with 

options from the Xandria Collection. 

This very special collection of sexual products can 

| provide an entirely positive source of pleasure 
| and includes the finest and most ettective erotic 

products available from around the world. 

Xandria’s Leather Collection features the highest 

quality, hand-crafted leather products found any- 

where. A treasury of leather and latex, restraints, 

paddles, cock-and-ball toys, and much more. 

You also have comfort in knowing that for more 

than 20 years, Xandria has had the same unique, 

three-way guarantee: 

100% CONFIDENTIALITY 

100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

100% PRODUCT QUALITY 

Celebrate the possibilities for pleasure that we 

| each have within us and write for your Xandria 

| catalogues today. | 

lhe one ater teg peieera 
The Xandria Collection, Dept. HU0898A 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131-9988 
Please send me, by first class mail, the catalogue(s) | have 
checked below. | understand the cost of the catalogue(s) will 
be applied in full towards my first order 

| 

) Xandria Collector's Gold Edition Catalogue. | 
40-page toy catalogue; $4.00. 

4 Xandria’s Leather Collection Catalogue. 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

| 7 | | 
| 24-page, full-color catalogue with models; $5.00. 

_) Send both! I’ve enclosed $9.00. 
| Method of Payment: Check or Money Order 

Y MasterCard or Visa (circle one) Exq | P 

| 
| 

| 
| 

Card # a 

Nanmnwe E —— 

Address , - —_ 

/— 

State/Zip : Sea ses 

| am over 21 years of age. 

Marddria, 165 Valley Ov, Brisbane. CA 94005-1340. Void where prohabited by law 
es SSS Ee EE SS 

Nearly $ leurs: 
An Entire Galaxy of 
Sex Stars for only 

“hs _ the hottest stars in XXX. There's nothing 
“vi left to the imagination as these heavenly 

> bodies collide for hours of probing, thrust- 
ing, licking and lusting sex. You'll get 
couples, 3-ways and “more” ways in 
all the action you most want to see for 
nearly 8 hours. 

Jeanna Jamison Celeste Hyapatia Lee 
Ashlvn Gere Leena Diedre Holland 

| Janine Nina Hartley Jamie Summers 

| Leena Isis Nile Madison 

Julia Ann Misty Rain Tianna Taylor 

Racquel Darrian Dyanna Lauren Kaitlyn Ashley 

Christy Canyon HeatherHart Veronica Sage 

Lene Heafner Nikki Dial Mimi Mivagi 

Marc Wallice Kym Wilde Ginger Lynn 

Asia Carrera Paula Price Pd Sparxx 

Kylie lreland Deborah Wells Nick East 

Chasey Lain Rocco Siffredi Alex Sanders 

Debi Diamond Patricia Kennedy And MORE! 

For faster service use your VISA, MC, 
AMEX and order toll free 

| hi This incredible collection features 100 of 

fa a 
fF 

t h e’ 
¢______ MIME ______ FAT 

Gi 2 Send my 100 Stars XXX video - nearly 8 hours of adult 
video for only $24.95 plus postage and handling. This explicit video will ee « ; 
arrive on one handy VHS videocassette. | understand |’m covered by opt. Parte! 

I your 30-day money-back guarantee. P.O. Box 900 
| Carrboro, NC 27510 | 
' 40D Maia ioe |) Check or 1) Bank Money Order (Sorry 4 

| ) VISA C) MasterCard American Express Offer #7369 : 
l 100 Stars Video $ 24.95 
I ket i Del VETY & I 

a 7 = Hand) ae. | 

—— Rush Orde 
I ars " Processing 
gah Add $200 § 
<>. Hot Sex Catalog $ FREE | 
| Ayiny | 

| Order Total 3 | 



FEEDBACK 
(continued from page 13) 

fuck-the-establishment attitude. 

— Anonymous 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Thanks, but no thanks. HUSTLER already 
supports the gay community by featur- 
ing gorgeous, clit-licking lesbians in 
every issue. 

Threeway or Gay 
[ am an 18-year-old male and a longtime fan 
of HUSTLER and Marilyn Manson. The 
August °97 issue was the first HUSTLER I 
purchased legally. Iwas stoked to see 
Manson posing nude (Bits & Pieces, 

“Marilyn Manson Caught Live and 
Untucked”). The Feedback letter in 
November °97 disappointed me (“Another 
Satisfied Reader”). I’m not gay, but my 
girlfriend and I want to fuck Manson. 
Being into Marilyn Manson doesn’t make 
you queer. —J.S. 

Perkin, Illinois 

Maybe not, but your self-proclaimed 
homoerotic feelings toward Manson will 
make you the butt of a relentless barrage 
of fag jokes. 

HUSTLER Guidance 
I’m having no luck finding some of the 
videos that received a Fully Erect rating 
in HUSTLER’s Erotic Entertainment. 
I’m particularly interested in Compulsive 
Behavior from Odyssey Video Group. 
Any suggestions? —D.B. 

Addison, Illinois 

Along with cum-stuck pages of XXX 
reviews, HUSTLER Erotic VipEO GUIDE 
provides a Manufacturer's Directory in the 
back of each issue. To order from Odyssey 
Video Group, call 1-800-369-6214. 

True Romance 

I have been a subscriber to HUSTLER 
for many years. I’ve never ordered the 
products advertised in the magazine. | 
saw the ad for the Pamela and Tommy 
Lee video in the April °98 issue. I fig- 
ured that ordering from HUSTLER 
would be safe. My check was cashed 
three months ago, but | still haven't 
received my tape. What should I do? Is 
there anything HUSTLER can do to 
help? Keep up the good work, and 
thanks. —TI. H. 

O'Fallon, Missouri 

We checked your invoice, T. H., and 
immediately resent your tape of the 
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Baywatch babe’s fuckfest. If you still 
haven't received the video, please call 
I -800-537-5309. 

Beautiful People 
[recently read the March '98 issue of 
HUSTLER. A letter from Gary, Indiana, 
in Feedback captured my attention (“I Am 

Woman’’). In his letter, the author wished 
to become a woman. He called for more 
transsexuals to appear in America’s 
Magazine. Well, here I am, a lonely her- 
maphrodite looking for love. I am 40 
years old, 5-11 and very trim. I have green 
eyes, brown hair and long, sexy legs. | 
love to cook, sew and fix cars. Boy, I wish 
I! could meet a gentleman who would 

VE GO 2 HOT, o1es 
| ED 2 MEAT POLES! 

D.P. me! 

k 800: a) 

fa 

appreciate me and my many talents. 
—M. C. 

Limon, Colorado 

Tuck your tail between your legs. Wear 
black eyeliner, smeared lipstick and ripped 
stockings, Your new look will attract straight 
guys like J. S. 

Do you have a comment or complaint? We 
want to hear it. Send your letters (typed or 
neatly handwritten) to HUSTLER Feed- 
back, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211, or E-mail to 
hustler@lfp.com. Include a phone num- 
ber if you want your letter considered for 
publication. & 
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SEX PISTOL 

If you were married to an unspeakably 
gorgeous, 5-7, peroxide bombshell 
with a 22-inch waist and 36-inch bust, 

who also happened to be a successful 
model and daytime soap-opera actress, 
would you beat the crap out of her as 
she held your infant son...and then 
shove the barrel of a gun up her blond- 
curled snatch? Probably not. Especially 
if she was a certifiable nymphomaniac 
who insisted upon sucking your cock 
at least three times a day. I mean, 
you'd have to be an utter moron to lose 
your temper and throw away such a 
sweet deal. Right? 

Well, I match the description of the 
aforementioned nympho (except for the 
fact that my daytime-drama character 
has cancer; next month, I might perform 
in a hard-core porn flick). My brain- 
dead, lounge-singer husband had me in 
the palm of his hand—not to mention 
the crotch of his aged, Spandex pants— 
and he turned our marriage into a bigger 
pile of shit than I’ve ever found in our | 
seven-week-old baby’s diaper. This | 
anonymous letter will serve as my 
revenge until I bleed a big, fat settle- 
ment out of the skeevy little piano-bar 
bitch; Shithead reads HUSTLER reli- 
giously; so America’s Magazine seemed 
like the best place for his public humil- 
jation. 

The fateful night of my assault was 
like any other romantic evening in our 
household. I was deep-throating 
Shithead’s admittedly awe-inspiring 
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wang in front of a whirring camcorder. 
Shithead and I used to always videotape 
our lovemaking until somebody stole 
one of the cassettes. You can imagine 
how mortified I was to realize people 
were watching our most intimate 
moments. 

Strangely enough, the sex-tape inci- 
dent never bothered Shithead; in fact, 
his only reaction was to buy a new 
Range Rover! When I asked where he 
got the money, he explained that his tin- 
kling-ivories album had just hit number 
one on the charts. I thought that was a 
little suspicious. I never heard the fruity 
ballads on the radio or saw them on 
MTV. Then Shithead waved his tool in 
my face, and I was too busy gobbling to 
ask questions. 
My love for swallowing seed Is so 

profound that I allowed Shithead to 
break out the camcorder—despite my 

quickly forgotten vow to never fuck in 
front of a lens again. He barked direc- 
tions as my tongue ran up and down the 
length of his salty shaft. 

“Cheat to the camera,” Shithead 
demanded. “Let them see more of your 
eyes. Damn it, your hair’s in the way!” 
Roughly, he yanked my golden locks 
and bounced my skull in his lap, all the 
while checking the auto-focus. 

I dislodged his turgid johnson from 
my lips and begged, “Honey, no one 
else is going to see the tape this time, 
right?” 

“Of course,” he groaned, plunging 
back into the depths of my esophagus. 
Under his breath, I heard Shithead mut- 
ter, “Now I'll have to dub music over 

that part. Fucking great. Dumb, useless 
fucking cunt.” He talks dirty like that 
when he’s really excited. Sometimes he 
gets so lost in the moment, Shithead will 
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Hot Letters. love taking cocks—or anything else—up my tight butt. Sad to say, 

Shithead is simply too large for anal hijinks. The last time he wanted a little back-door loving, | bled. 

shout the name of his idol, Liberace. I'll 
miss his passion—almost as much as I'll 
miss his. giant wiener. 

As Shithead clambered to set up a 
tripod, I peeled off my baby T and 
leather pants. Soon I stood naked 
before my husband, positively quiver- 
ing for his touch. Cool night air from 
an open window caressed my tan flesh. 
A chill tingled down my spine to my 
perfect, delectable ass. Goose bumps 
rose in private regions I didn’t even 
know I had. That’s what it’s always 
been like when I get horny, ever since 
I was a gang-banged teenager in the 
school hockey team’s locker room. 
God, I’m a dick-drunk slut! At that 
moment, | wanted Shithead’s rigid 
manhood inside my damp spot so bad, 
I could (quite literally) taste it. 1 moved 
toward the crouching stud until my 
muff’s sopping love lips practically 
kissed his cheek. 

Shithead was about to hit RECORD 
when he paused to ask, “Damn it, what 
reeks? Either that calamari on the 
counter went bad, or the baby threw up 
again. We’ll deal with it later. Get on all 
fours, and let’s get this shit over with.” 

I mounted the bed and lifted my lus- 
cious hindquarters, closing my eyes in 
achy anticipation of the womb-drubbing 
Shithead’s metronome was about to pro- 
vide. After our first year of marriage, he 
only wanted me from behind; Shithead 
actually went out and got a tattoo that . 
reads, No FAces. If I try to talk him into 

a position other than doggy-style, he 
simply points to the tat and shoves my 
head back into the pillow. 

Ten minutes passed, however, and | 
had yet to be brutally boffed. I looked 
behind me and saw Shithead in the 
corner, frantically packing pud. His 
free, nonwanking hand held a copy of 
his latest CD, which features an arm- 
in-arm photo of Shithead and an 
Afghan hound. 

“Yeahhh, man,” Shithead whispered, 
his dong visibly engorging with a rush 
of blood. Upon meeting my gaze, 
Shithead screamed, “Don’t you fucking 
look at me! This is a sacred moment, 

you whore!” Creative types are so 
eccentric. To keep myself interested, | 
slid a few digits inside my clam and 
frigged the silky interior. 

Finally, his largish hands slapped my 
hind. Shithead tucked the tip of his 
prick into my cunt folds without a 
word. The veiny intrusion caused me 
to gasp; it’s funny how a girl truly 
never gets used to being reamed by 

One thrust of 

Shithead’s hips drove the point home 
like a hairy exclamation point. 

“Fuuuck,” 1 exhaled, pivoting my 
groin to meet the next penile blow. My 
nipples stood up and pleaded to be 
twiddled, but Shithead didn’t notice. 

He was too busy jackhammering my 
sweet poontang. Each buck of his hips 
was accompanied by a feral grunt. 
Although his technique was often lack- 
ing, the bastard sure was enthusiastic. 
Unfortunately, the pointer he employed 
to prod my bunghole warned me that 
Shithead was getting a little too eager 
in the wrong hole. 

Don’t get me wrong. I love taking 
cocks—or anything else—up my tight 
butt. Sad to say, Shithead is simply too 
large for anal hijinks. The last time he 
wanted a little back-door loving, I bled. 
He claimed that’s healthy and natural, 
but something about the experience 
made me uncomfortable. Besides, when 
Shithead rocks my poop box, he usually 
ends up forcing me to wear this wig and 
costume that looks just like Liberace; 
Shithead says I’m crazy. 

I scooted my ass away from the ama- 
teur proctologist. Sensing my discomfort, 
he stopped the fucking and started 
screaming. 
“Goddamn it, your colon is going to 
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get stuffed,” bellowed Shithead, “whether 
you like it or not! I promised the distrib- 
utor anal on this tape. Now spread those 
cheeks before [I pull out my .44 
Magnum, blow you a new asshole and 
fuck it raw!” These were not the usual 
rough-sex bons mots; Shithead’s voice 
sounded chillingly serious. 

I stammered, “Di—distributor?” In 
response, my loving husband let loose a 
cruel cackle. 

“Come on,” he sneered, picking up 
the tempo of his twat strokes. “No 
human being could possibly be as dumb 
as you act. I sold our tape to a distribu- 
tor and took half the profits. He requested 
a decent butt-fuck for the next volume. 
And you will comply.” A loud click 
chilled me to Shithead’s bone: He had 
cocked the hammer of his beloved 
Magnum! Instead of fearing for my 
sphincters, I now feared for my life. 

Instinct took over my loins. I fucked 
like a floozie from one of Shithead’s 
racey tunes, bumping and grinding 
upon his pork sword with reckless 
abandon. My only chance was to make 
him come fast enough to forget the rec- 
tum rooting. 

The temperature of my cooch cranked 
up to sweltering, and | banged hard; 
harder than the aging publisher | banged 

RAINE TINSGae- 
“..and they say blue-collar types don't have any style!” 
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Hot Letters A flurry of pinches followed. Her hands tweaked and tore at my skin, 

leaving red streaks that still haven’t fully healed. My retaliation was increased pussy battery. 

for my first major modeling gig; harder 
than the sitcom star I banged for my first 
television role. At the moment of 
Shithead’s recognizable dick twitch, | 
wiggled from his grasp, flipped around 
to plant my lips on his love pump and 
slid a single finger up his ass. 
“What the—woah,” he _ huffed. 
Shithead erupted in a tart burst of jizz. 
He shot off so hard, I couldn’t take the 
entire load...and I’ve gorged on major 
chum in my day. The sticky stuff drib- 
bled from my chin; if my mouth hadn’t 
been so full, | would have breathed a 
sigh of relief. 
My little trick backfired when 

Shithead realized he was duped. Thanks 
to the fact that he couldn’t get hard 
again, he forced me to the floor and 
raped me with the pistol. I will feel the 
metallic sting within my womb until my 
dying day. 

Afterward, I dragged my violated 
body to the nursery and grabbed my son, 
threatening to leave. Shithead hit me 
several times; I'd rather not relive the 
details. Let’s just say, I called the police, 
who were very helpful. I even kissed 
them on the cheek. Officers, if you’re 

reading, sorry about the sperm that was 
still on my chin. Hey, Shithead...see you 
in court! — Anonymous 

Los Angeles, California 

PINCH ME, I’M CREAMING 

The other night, I was fucking my girl- 
friend when something unusual occurred: 
She pinched me. Hard! Now I’m a pinch 
addict. Do any other HUSTLER readers 
share this fetish for a two-fingered twist? 

At first, Raylene and I seemed to have 
settled in for a pretty typical night of 
schtupping. That’s not a bad thing; an 
average fuck from Raylene is like most 
girls on the wettest night of their lives. 
Raylene is tall and athletic, with a dark, 

exotic look and melons bigger than her 
head. I never tire of doing her, despite 
the fact that our rumpy pumpy falls into 
a rigid pattern. 

First we take our clothes off and 
jump into bed. She yanks my crank to 
half-mast; I go down on her trim, tasty 
slice. We fall into a 69 position until 
Raylene cries for cock in her gash. 
Then we fuck like rabid bunnies until a 
simultaneous climax. Not a bad rou- 
tine —but a routine, nonetheless. 

This particular fuckfest had proceeded 
to step three—the suckling of Raylene’s 
prodigious clit—when she reached for 
my shoulder and clenched the flesh 

between her thumb and forefinger. I was 
surprised by the jolt of pain, but preoccu- 
pied by licking her thin labes. 

Raylene was noticeably hotter than 
usual. Her quim oozed juice at an alarm- 
ing rate; the further I forced my gifted 
tongue, the more she soaked my face in 
girl goo. I grabbed her big jugs with 
both hands, and Raylene’s hips bucked 
hard enough to nearly throw me off. 

That’s when she pinched me again. 
The sting was impossible to ignore; | 
popped up from her bush and got in 
Raylene’s face. 
“Oww,” I yelled. “That shit fucking 

hurts. You think that’s funny?” Judging 
by the wicked grin on her pretty face, 
Raylene thought it was hilarious. The 
little tramp needed to be taught a lesson; 
I jumped ahead in our sex plan to the 
step where my joint tears open the deep- 
est recesses of her red-hot hootch. 

With one good push, | buried myself 
to the hilt in slick snatch. Raylene cried 
out, shocked that I didn’t obey our grad- 
ual-entry policy. | cupped her plush butt 
and humped mightily, causing the bed to 
creak like a screaming bitch. Or maybe 
that was Raylene. 

“I love it,” she screeched. “I love 
your hard cock fucking me like a dirty 
slut!” It’s been a long time since 

Raylene got vocal in bed. The exhorta- 
tions inspired me to lift the back of her 
leg, allowing me to slap her raised 
rump. In return, Raylene gave me a 
double titty twister—an agony I had 
previously only suffered at the hands 
of Gordon, the high-school bully. Good 
thing Raylene’s a lot cuter than 
Gordon; I ended up beating the shit out 
of that guy. 

A flurry of pinches followed. Her 
hands tweaked and tore at my skin, 
leaving red streaks that still haven't 
fully healed. My retaliation was 
increased pussy battery. The force of 
my ramming became so _ intense, 
Raylene wanted to stop before she 
passed out. I wouldn't let her. 

“I’m going to come,” she announced 
in a sweaty daze, “and then I’m going to 
lose consciousness. Uungh!” Her body 
quaked beneath me. Staying on for the 
ride wasn’t easy. 

I commanded, “Don’t go under yet. 
You've still got to jerk my cum crayon 
and color your tits white.” Having 
warned her of the oncoming explosion, 
I pulled out and mounted Raylene’s 
belly. She jerked me with her last 
ounce of strength. As a reward, | 
slathered her boobies in liquid lust. 
Now that we’ve added a playful 

“Sorry I ended up fucking you in the ass, but you know how I hate to stop and ask directions.” 
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Hot Letters “Not bad,” she admitted somewhat reluctantly. “| mean, you're no Ron 

Jeremy, but there must be a good eight inches down here. Ever thought about acting?” 

Squeeze to our repertoire, Raylene and | 
are fucking more than ever. Of course, 
the scars attract a lot of attention from 
my friends and co-workers, but I usually 
pass off some bullshit story about burn 
marks from deep-frying homemade 
doughnuts. That girlfriend of mine will 
do in a pinch! —T. L. 

Allston, Massachusetts 

SCREEN LAY 

Help me, HUSTLER! I’m a rabid porn 
fan and an aspiring writer. Last year, | 
submitted a script to one of the major 
manufacturers of adult videos. I met 
with their representative, an attractive 
redhead named Carla. She seemed to 
like me quite a bit. As a matter of fact, 
she introduced me to one of my on- 
screen idols, John Q. Public. He’s the 
accomplished woodsman whose trade- 
mark is to always blow his load up the 
girl’s left nostril. 

[ didn't hear anything back from 
Carla for several months. To wile away 
the time, | masturbated constantly — 
especially while watching tapes featur- 
ing my close, personal friend, John. 
One of his sleaziest stroke epics, titled 
Anal Veterans, featured a strangely 
familiar box cover. Upon closer inspec- 
tion, I realized the damn thing was my 
movie, Wham Bam, Thank You, ‘Nam, 
under a different name. The cocksuck- — 

ers stole my script—and John Q. 
Public stole my credit! Enraged, I 
jumped into my Pinto and drove all the 
way to the San Fernando Valley, where 
I found a smug Carla lounging in her 
office. 

“Listen, bitch,” I railed. “I see that 
coke residue under your nose. My movie 
paid for that blow—and I want a piece of 
the fucking action!” Carla threw back 
her head and laughed. 

“That's not cocaine, asshole,” she guf- 

fawed. “It’s crusty pecker snot. I just 
blew John Q. Public. And while I can’t 
offer you any profits from your script— 
which was pretty fucking brilliant, by 
the way—I can offer you a hummer and 
a few porn tapes.” 

I contemplated her offer for a few sec- 
onds before replying, “Okay.” 

Carla dropped to her knees before me. 
Her low-cut blouse was open enough for 
a clear, aerial view of her impressive 
bosom. I was really turned on by the 
freckles that dotted her creamy mam- 
scape. When Carla unzipped my fly, I 
was ready for action. 

“Not bad,” she admitted somewhat 
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reluctantly. “I mean, you’re no Ron 
Jeremy, but there must be a good eight 
inches down here. Ever thought about 
acting?” 

| grabbed the back of Carla’s head and 
queried, “Could you please suck my 
dick now?” She dove for the head and 
tickled my pisshole with her taste buds. 
Carla sported the kind of long, pointy 
cow tongue that makes for great head. 
This promised to be even more reward- 
ing than the $50 I was prepared to 
demand for my script. 

Passionate slurps emanated from 
Carla’s throat as she struggled to suck 
down every inch. I was hitting tonsil in 
no time. The deep-throat technique she 
employed seemed a little dated, in this 
porn fan’s opinion, but I wasn’t about to 
complain. 

Once Carla seemed accustomed to my 
python, I slowly pulled back, then 
fucked forward. Her eyes grew wide 
with the realization that I intended to 
fuck her face. My hands were full of her 
fiery hair as I withdrew and entered 
again, this time a little bit faster. The 
tempo increased until I was bludgeoning 
her eater with no restraint. 
“Gahh—mmf—errrgle,” Carla choked 

upon every thrust. Saliva dripped from 
her lips, making it easier to increase the 
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speed of uvula stabs. She grabbed my 
balls, mainly for ballast. The tug trig- 
gered my splash. 

I roared, “Let’s see John Q. Public do 
this,” and yanked Carla’s head to the 
side. With a clear shot at her ear canal, | 
unleashed spurts of scum into her teas- 
ing hearhole. After almost a gallon that 
must have reached her brain, Carla wob- 
bled to her feet and ran to her desk. 

“What an incredible gimmick,” she 

panted, rifling through papers to find a 
contract form. “You come in the girl’s 
ear! Vivacious Video must sign you up 
for an immediate, five-picture deal.” 

“IT wouldn't sign that piece of shit if 
you were the last ripoff smut peddlers on 
Earth,” I scoffed. “It’s about a little thing 
called dignity. You screwed me royally, 
and now you want a pound of flesh— 
like the 16 ounces between my legs. 
Well, I speak for every porn fan in 
America when I say, fuck you!” 

Carla responded, “What?” 
Like I was saying, HUSTLER: Help! 

Got any editorial positions open? 
—P. K. 

Flagstaff, Arizona 

Send your sexperiences to HUSTLER Hot 
Letters, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 
900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. @ 
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Michael has a big date tonight. After 
weeks of exchanging posts with 
Cindy on match.com, they are finally 
meeting face to face. 

Cindy’s online description sounds 
tantalizing: 5-9, slim, brown hair, 
green eyes, into jogging and Egyptian 
art. Michael’s worried she won't mea- 
sure up in the flesh. 

They meet in the lobby of the 
municipal art museum. Cindy is 
more stunning than her cybermea- 
surements have suggested. She 
wears a Short, black skirt that high- 
lights her well-toned legs. Long, 

silky locks fall over a sheer blouse, 
exposing a teasing outline of cup- 

cake breasts. Michael fights to keep 
his tongue in his mouth. 

Later, after dinner and a movie, 
Michael runs his hand down Cindy's 
taut belly, pausing to finger her well- 
manicured trim. He stops his probing 
and laughs: “I was worried you were 
going to turn out to be a real dog.” 

Cindy spreads her labes and 
guides Michael's cock into her hun- 
ery box. “I had the same concerns,” 
she replies. “This is working out bet- 

ter than my wildest dreams.” 
The two Internet lovebirds spend 

the next hour exploring each other's 

cyberfantasies made real. 
Computers really _do_make_the 

world easier, Michael thinks. He 
empties his load into Cindy's pussy. 
Thank God for technology. 

of * rs 

Since the dawn of the ‘90s, the 
Internet has been championed as an 
informational tool of unparalleled 
power, linking people and commerce 
from around the world. It has also 
developed into an international meat 
market of unprecedented scope, creat- 
ing a new mantra ringing out over the 
vast horizon of Cyberia: Boot up, log 
on, get busy. 

The idea of scouring the Web and 
hitting on potential lays, your face illu- 
minated by the indifferent glow of a 
computer monitor, might sound unnat- 
ural. An image of the computer nerd Is 
firmly entrenched in our society, and 
plenty of pencil-necked hackers in 
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Restrictive attitudes in the name of so-called morality increasingly take the fun out of fucking. 

Through good, old-fashioned homespun knowledge, hearsay, scientific facts and outright lies, 

this series strives to spread the word that rubbing uglies is a beautiful experience. 
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A SERVICE MANUAL FOR ONLINE HOOKUPS 

ILLUSTRATION BY ROY TOMPKINS 

cyberspace give credence to the cliché. 
But cyberseduction is not the sole 
provence of balding, horny trolls typ- 
ing hopelessly into the void. 

“Finding a woman online is really 
easy, enthuses Greg, a marketing 
executive from Southern California. 
“After my divorce, I found it hard to 
get out and meet people. I was a little 
down and still wounded. The Web 
was an easy way to jump-start back 
into the dating scene.” 

Numerous visits to matchmaking 
sites, such as match.com and 
Istlove.com, helped Greg regain his 
confidence and established him as a 
modem Lothario. 

He’s curtailed his online wooing 
for now because his last computer- 
aided conquest developed into a 
serious relationship and is his cur- 
rent girlfriend. Still, Greg encour- 
ages his friends to reply to online 
personals and place their own: 
“Using the Web helped me with 

women; so why can't it help my 
friends?” 

“Using the Internet to meet 
women provides a_ previously 
untapped niche in the dating pool,” 
asserts Tim Brady, director of mar- 
keting for Yahoo!, a Santa Clara, 
California-based Internet guide. “Not 
everyone likes the singles bars, and 
not everyone is outgoing. Many peo- 
ple are better at typing than they are 
at speaking. The Internet unleashes 
people who thrive in a virtual setting 
better than they would in any other 
environment. Love-connection chat 
rooms help in a lot of romances.” 

One major advantage of scoping 
out babes in cyberspace is anonymity. 
Aside from being a serious inhibition 
killer, the faceless forum of the 
Internet allows less-than-studly surfers 
to mold their first impressions around 
any aesthetic shortcomings. 

“I have a friend who’s not the 
most handsome guy in the world, but 
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sex Play Plenty of female lemons disguised as Porsches clog up lanes on the information 

superhighway. To separate the Caddies from the Edsels, read between the lines. 

has a great personality,” Greg explains. 
“He’s 5-8 and kind of heavy; so he 
describes himself professionally and per- 
sonally first. Describing yourself in chat 
rooms is like putting an ad out to sell your 
car. If the ride runs great, but has a few 
scratches, you don’t advertise that the 
body needs a new coat of paint. You say 
how great the engine is under the hood.” 

Matt Schmidt, a sociologist specializing 
in science and technology, agrees that the 
tailoring of self-identity is a primary draw 
to online matchmaking sites. “The Internet 
allows us much more freedom to present 
ourselves in whatever way we want to. 
Using online hook-up centers creates a cer- 
tain mobility and fluidity of self.” 

Deception is a two-way street. Plenty of 
female lemons disguised as Porsches clog 
up lanes on the information superhighway. 
To separate the Caddies from the Edsels, 
read between the lines. “Everybody lies,” 
says Greg. “You have to be sharp about 
deciphering what’s posted. 

“If a woman leaves off her weight, 
she’s fat. Also, whatever weight a chick 
lists, add five or ten pounds. No one ever 

mentions their divorce unless they have 
kids; Great personality usually means ‘fat 
and ugly.’ Any time a detailed personal 
description is not included, a woman is 
hiding something.” 

A common mistake made by online 
neophytes is being too forward when 
making time with a potential cybermate. 
The long-standing charm-and-disarm 
rule still holds. “Generally, you don’t 
say, “Who wants to suck my dick?’ 
because most people aren’t very respon- 
sive to that,” notes Doug, a Bay Area 
architect. “People who are on the Net to 
find a date want someone with more 
creativity.” 

John Wallace, a 29-year-old technical 
writer, emphasizes that the cardinal rule of 

Internet trollop trolling is: Don’t be a creep. 
“It’s pretty rare that you meet a girl 

who immediately wants to go down on 
you. It might be on her mind, but you 
have to go through a certain amount of 
protocol.” 

As in face-to-face courtship, there is 
always a danger of hooking up with a 
freak. Doug thought he’d hit pussy pay dirt 
when he struck up an online conversation 
with Emily, a Florida stripper. After some 
filthy posts and a few E-mail exchanges, 
the two swapped phone numbers. 

“I decided it was a decent idea,” Doug 
sighs. “We talked for an hour—no phone 
sex or anything—but she called me again 
two nights later, and this time she tells me 
that she’s manic-depressive.” 

Despite the warning signs, Doug agreed 
to trade “something personal” with Emily 
and gave her his work address. “I was a 
novice,” he admits. “I get to work the next 
day, and there’s a box on my desk, sent 
FedEx priority overnight. The package 
must have cost $50 to send. There were a 
bunch of pictures Emily took of herself and 
a clump of clipped pubic hair included as ‘a 
token of our bond.’ 

“That weekend, Emily called my 
house a dozen times,” laments Doug. 

“She threatened to come to my office and 
cut off my balls if I didn’t send her my 
own pubic hair. | stopped answering the 
phone for two weeks.” 

Yahoo!’s Brady, whose company 
served as the portal to Doug’s nuisance, 
emphasizes that caution should be part 
and parcel of the online experience. 

“Treat it like a telephone,” Brady sug- 
gests from the company’s headquarters. 
“Similar rules apply: If you’re talking to 
somebody on the telephone, and you 
haven't met them, would you give that 
person your address?” 

Keeping boundaries in mind, the 
Internet can be a rewarding singles scene. 
Technical writer Wallace is a frequent 
Web surfer and self-proclaimed “socially 
retarded geek” with a taste for B&D. A 

veteran of countless failed and awkward 
real-world encounters in pickup palaces, 
Wallace’s visits to bondage-oriented sites 

have resulted in several in-person ass- 
paddling sessions. 

“I’ve never been very good at making 
connections with women,” Wallace 
admits, “but online, you can practice 
being as charming as you want. The vir- 
tual games help me be more grounded 
when I’m out there in the actual-world, 
meat-market arena.” 

Patience in online dating is a virtue. 
“One in ten women, maybe, will return 
your call,” says Greg. “You might have to 
answer 50 ads before you find the chick 
you like. I’ve had many dates where I was 
thinking, Jesus, let me die in a car wreck 
or something.” 

Even so, Greg's current in-pussy status 
is evidence that the online effort can be 
fruitful. The only problem with his cur- 
rent Internet-procured squeeze is the 30- 
ish advertising professional’s discomfort 
with admitting the origins of their rela- 
tionship. 

“My friends know how we met, but my 
girlfriend’s shy about it,” Greg explains. 
“She tells people we met on a blind date, 
which is kind of true. We just happened to 
be set up by our computers.” @& 

“I had a few drinks too many, and this nice lady offered me a ride home.” 
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Hunter S. Thompson lives in a hidden 
fortress several miles outside Aspen, 
Colorado. Beyond the bumpy, rock- 
strewn driveway is a pair of giant, 
gnarled poles flanked by demon vultures 
crafted of rusting metal. At night the 
eyes glow red as Tabasco, following a 
visitor’s every move. A bowie knife the 
size of a meat loaf protrudes from the 
rustic frame of the house’s side door. A 
few inches away, a bullet hole pierces a 
thick windowpane. 

“I had a couple of handymen doing 
some work on the porch,” explains 
Thompson, the man credited with form- 
ing gonzo journalism—a style of report- 
ing in which the writer becomes a part of 
the story. “I snuck up behind them and 
shot off a couple of rounds between them 
and through the window. Scared the 
bejesus out of them.” 

Inside the main house of Owl Farm— 
as Thompson calls his property—the 
kitchen walls are covered with 30 years’ 
of gonzo memorabilia: an uncashed ten- 
dollar check from Carl Woodward, a rub- 
ber Nixon mask, dozens of newspaper 
articles and Scotch-taped notes. A 
machine gun sits against the side of a 
large-screen TV. Thompson, a self- 
described news junkie, usually has the 
set tuned to CNN or a sporting event. 

Thompson’s refrigerator is adorned 
with black-and-white photos of him and 
Bill Murray riding in a high-power 
motor boat. In the photos, Murray is 
pasty, bloated and barely recognizable. 

Murray and Thompson were room- 
mates for a brief period prior to the film- 
ing of 1980’s Where the Buffalo Roam, a 
fictionalized film version of Thompson’s 
life as a gonzo journalist. Murray, who 
played the self-titled Good Doctor, 
signed on for gonzo boot camp, and 
Thompson became the actor’s mentor 
and drill sergeant. Many lesser revelers 
who fall under Thompson's spell feel 
compelled to keep up with him toke for 
toke, drink for drink and line for line. 

The time spent with Thompson took its 
toll on both Murray and Where the Buffalo 
Roam. Murray’s new persona reportedly 
alienated him from his cohorts on 
Saturday Night Live, and the movie was 
universally panned—even by Thompson. 

“He did a good job,” Thompson says 
of Murray’s acting, “but it’s a silly 
film—a cartoon. The studio paid me ‘to 
write new beginnings and endings, but it 
was a bad script. You couldn't cure it.” 

Perhaps this summer the pictures of 
Murray and Thompson will be replaced 
by new ones. Hunter’s perennial ciga- 
rette holder has been passed on to 

“Excuse me, I'm a psychic, and in the very near future, I can see your pussy 
being licked by a chubby, bald guy.” 
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Thom pson Many lesser revelers who fall under Thompson’s spell feel compelled to 

keep up with him toke for toke, drink for drink and line for line. 

Johnny Depp, who will play Raoul 
Duke, Thompson’s alter ego, in the 
upcoming film version of Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas. 

The movie also stars The Usual 
Suspects’ Benicio Del Toro as 
Thompson’s partner in crime, mammoth 
Samoan lawyer Oscar Zeta Acosta. The 
remainder of the cast includes Gary 
Busey, Christina Ricci and Tobey 
Maguire. The film is slated for an early- 
summer release. 

For the uninitiated, Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas details Thompson’s drunken, 
drug-addled adventures in Las Vegas 
while covering an off-road motorcycle 
race and concurrent law-enforcement 
convention. The book is on many reading 
lists in college classrooms throughout the 
country. Signed first editions can fetch up 
to $2,500. 

Random House marked the novel’s 
25th anniversary with a Modern Library 
Edition, the literary equivalent of an 
Academy Award. Hunter S. Thompson 
can now boast that his peers include fel- 
low hard-drinking scholars William 
Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway. 

The 25th anniversary of Fear and 
Loathing’s release was celebrated in a dif- 
ferent manner by the author himself. 
Thompson invited his professional side- 
kick, artist Ralph Steadman, and a few 
select others to Owl Farm. There, in 
Thompson’s sprawling backyard, the rev- 
elers strapped a propane tank and explod- 
ing target to an idling John Deere tractor. 
Straddling the tractor was a voluptuous 
blow-up doll. 

“Hunter took aim and shot it,” recalls 
Steadman, a well-mannered Brit who has 
illustrated many of Thompson’s books in 
his scrawling, nightmarish style. “Boom! 
The whole lot went up like an H bomb. 
We got it all on film. 

“It’s wonderful to watch in slow 
motion—the screen goes white when 
this propelling gas goes up. The explo- 
sion was an amazing thing, and this was 
his celebration party piece.” 

a * * 

Life hasn’t always been a cabaret with 
guns and explosions for Thompson. In the 
early ’70s, he lived on the road and trav- 

eled the Western hemisphere as a corre- 
spondent for such diverse publications as 
Time, Scanlan’s Monthly, the New York 
Herald Tribune and a bowling tabloid in 
Puerto Rico. On the rare occasions he 
found himself at home, Thompson served 
as night manager for the infamous 
Mitchell Brother’s O'Farrell Theatre, a 

porn emporium in San Francisco. 
(continued on page 70) 
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“The oceanographers at Woods Hole are a 

bunch of male-chauvinist pigs,” gripes bud- 

ding marine biologist Lisa. “They refuse to 

take me seriously just because I’m beautiful. 

When we met after his lecture on the hermit 

clam. Professor Tuttle couldn't wait to fondle 

my ass and sink his fingers inside my tuna 

corral, but when I asked to join the research 

expedition, he just laughed at me.” 

Lisa wiggles her toes in the sand. “Will I ever 

find a man who can accept a woman with a 

tight box, firm ass and a brilliant mind?” 
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THOMPSON aziz, 
(continued from page 60) 

$5.99 all-you-can-eat prime-rib dinners are in abundance on 

Vegas’s main drags. In Thompson’s world, buffets consisted of cocaine, grapefruits and Wild Turkey. 

Thompson and Steadman were first 
paired to cover the Kentucky Derby for 
Scanlan’s, a doomed sports magazine. 
From that point on, things got weird. 

“] think the whole thing with the 
friendship is that there’s a certain 
chemistry—it’s like chalk and cheese,” 
says Steadman. “He has a way of 
inspiring loyalty in me, even though I 
sometimes hate him for it.” 

The odd couple were next sent to 
Newport, Rhode Island, to cover the 
America’s Cup. At the world’s most 
prestigious regatta, Thompson and 
Steadman made an ill-fated attempt to 
Spray-paint the words FUCK THE POPE on 
the side of one of the competing yachts. 
They were run from the event when a 
security guard heard the clack of the 
spray-paint can as the two rowed 
between the multimillion-dollar boats. 

Steadman calls the trip a dress 
rehearsal for the Vegas book: “It’s how 
Fear and Loathing came about. I’ve 
hated boats ever since.” 

Several years later, Hell's Angels, a 
candid examination of America’s infa- 
mous motorcycle gang, hit bookstores, 
and Thompson's role as demented observ- 
er of America’s seedy underbelly was cast. 
He next set his sights on another corrupt 
and blighted institution: Las Vegas. 

10 

“So we have a parcel of drugs in the 
trunk of the car and take off for Las 
Vegas,” says Steadman in his best 
Thompson imitation—an octave or two 
below Tom Waits. 

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, first 
serialized in Rolling Stone, became an 
overnight success. Talk of adapting 
Thompson’s twisted comic masterpiece 
began soon after and continued for more 
than 25 years. 

Martin Scorsese, who wanted to direct 
Jack Nicholson in the main role, was the 
first to tackle Fear and Loathing. He 
failed. John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd 
were also unable to get anywhere with the 
project in 1975. According to Thompson, 
others who have expressed interest 
include Larry McMurtry, David Lynch 
and Dennis Hopper. 

The copious drug use and nefarious 
business in the book have always been 
sticking points for the successful produc- 
tion of a film version. Picture Jerry 
Lewis and Dean Martin wearing tan 
polyester, inhaling ether and harassing 
tourists. Today, $5.99 all-you-can-eat 
prime-rib dinners are in abundance on 
Vegas's main drags. In Thompson's 
world, buffets consisted of cocaine, 

grapefruits and Wild Turkey. 
“There was a time when you couldn't 
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do anything in movies about drugs,” says 
Thompson. “This is the time in 
Hollywood to do just that—because it’s 
been so repressive. 

“Besides, I enjoy drugs. Coffee's a 
drug, aspirin’s a drug.... It’s all a matter 
of how much. Too much of any drug can 
make you act like a beast.” 

oo Hk a 

SIX years ago, producer Steve Nemeth 
made it his mission to _ battle 
Hollywood’s censors and bring Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas to the screen. 
Allied with Rhino Records’ fledgling 
film division, the producer acquired the 
book’s film rights from Blade Runner 
director Ridley Scott’s production com- 
pany after Scott gave the movie the ax. 

An unforeseen problem developed. It 
was determined that one of Thompson’s 
ex-girlfriends, Laila Nabulsi, actually 
owned the movie rights. According to one 
of Thompson’s former assistants 
(Thompson's life is plagued with ex's of 
one sort or another), the writer had 
granted Nabulsi the rights scribbled on a 
cocktail napkin. 

Legalities were eventually settled. 
Nemeth is producing the film along with 
Nabulsi and Patrick Cassavetti. Their 
first challenge was marketing the project 
in a form that would convince talent to 
sign on and, eventually, fill theaters. 

“Because Fear and Loathing has been 
one of the bestsellers on college cam- 
puses, people who were in school 25 
years ago up through today will come 
and see it,” says Nemeth. “It can be 
viewed as a horror movie because it’s so 
creepy and scary. The film’s also a satire 
on American culture; so it’s a comedy.” 

Like any good Hunter S. Thompson 
story, the saga of bringing Fear and 
Loathing to the screen is a convoluted 
and twisted tale. 

A film script of the book has floated 
around Hollywood for many years, and 
dozens of screenwriters have taken a crack 
at the adaptation, According to director 
Terry Gilliam, who cowrote the final draft 

of the script with Tony Grisoni, the most 
challenging aspect of penning the screen- 
play was “trying to get an admission from 
the Writer’s Guild of America that we had 
adapted it.” It is still the subject of a 
heated debate among several writers over 
who will be credited with authorship. 

The practice of rewriting scripts over 
and over, a golden rule in the film indus- 
try, doesn’t sit well with Thompson. 
“Fear and Loathing is a masterwork,” 
Hunter says. “True gonzo journalism, as 
I conceive it, shouldn’t be rewritten. 

“Take the ending, for instance. There 
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was no ending in the book. I had to get 
the second half of the magazine thing in. 
The deadline came; I had to wind it up in 
the Denver airport.” 

The next ordeal came with the selec- 
tion of a director. Alex Cox, of Sid and 

Nancy fame, was originally slated to 
bring the nightmare commentary on 
American culture to the screen. 
However, a few months before filming 
began, Cox and his version of the script 
were unceremoniously dumped, and for- 
mer Monty Python star Terry Gilliam 
took over. 

Rumors vary, but insiders say leading 
man Depp and Cox butted heads over the 
director’s script and his take on Raoul 
Duke. Before Cox left, he made ominous 
comments on the potential success of the 
film: “[Fear and Loathing| can’t be a 
mainstream movie because it’s so coun- 
tercultural and demented.” 

New director Gilliam seems the per- 
fect replacement. His own legacy of 
dementia includes Time Bandits, Brazil, 
The Fisher King and 12 Monkeys. His 
revamped vision proved more in sync 
with the assembled cast, especially the 

man hired to portray Thompson. 
“Johnny Depp held a loaded gun to 

my head and threatened my children,” 
recounts Gilliam. “He said that he would 

NEW PRODUCTS THAT | 
| WOULD REALLY SELL 

not shoot me if I didn’t do the film. He 
was never very good when it came to 
issuing threats.” 

Gilliam’s screenplay even drew 
grudging acceptance from Fear and 
Loathing’s author. “The new script isn’t 
bad,” admits Thompson. 

a * # 

With shaved head, Depp Is a spitting 
image of a young Hunter S. Thompson. 
Prior to filming, the 34-year-old actor 
spent several weeks with Raoul Duke, 
studying his mannerisms. They relaxed 
at Owl Farm and were spotted at several 
of Thompson’s book signings. 

Principal photography for Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas began last August 
2nd in Los Angeles. The cast soon 
moved to Las Vegas for three weeks of 
filming at the Stardust, Riviera and 

Binion’s Casino. During the Vegas shoot 
and the following five-week stint back 
in L.A., a strict closed-set policy was 
enforced. 

While a closed set is not uncommon 
for Hollywood productions, Gilliam 
made it clear that the film’s producers 
were also unwelcome. 

“Isn’t it amazing?” questions pro- 
ducer Nemeth. “It’s a movie about a 
gonzo journalist who wouldn’t take no 
for an answer, and who'll infiltrate any- 
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Thom DISONMM <a jot of peopie say he’s finished. But some of these naysayers have 
never been anywhere near as good as Thompson. They use his phrases and adapt his style.” 

thing to get his story. In the true spirit 
of Hunter Thompson, you'd have 
thought we’d bend over backward to 
make it work for the people who care.” 

Despite the secrecy and a budget that 
ballooned from an originally estimated 
$6 million to more than $20 million, 
Nemeth is excited about the end result: 
“[Fear and Loathing] is going to be one 
of those anomalies that will have 
crossover appeal because it’s recognized 
as one of the great pieces of American 
literature in the 20th century.” 

Despite Fear and Loathing’s imminent 
release, legal problems—including a 
recent drunk-driving incident and a distant 
sexual-harassment suit—and drunken, 
incomprehensible book readings have 
prompted whispers of Thompson’s 
demise. 

“A lot of people say he’s finished,” 
says Ralph Steadman. “But some of 
these naysayers have never been any- 
where near as good as Thompson. They 
use his phrases and adapt his style—the 
Fear and Loathing language. There’s 
still a lot there, it just comes in bursts.” 

Thompson is accustomed to negative 
press. He was the inspiration for Gary 
Trudeau’s perpetually stoned Duke in 
Doonesbury, and David Letterman 
banned him from the Late Show because 
Thompson threatened “to bring four 
huge thugs over there” and shave 
Letterman’s head on camera after being 
bumped from a taping. 

“This vilification by Nazi elements 
within the media has not only given me a 
fierce joy to continue my work, but has 
also made me profoundly orgasmic, mys- 
teriously rich and constantly at war with 
those vengeful, retro-fascist elements of 
the Establishment that have hounded me 
all my life,” Thompson babbles with para- 
noid optimism. “It has made me wise, 
shrewd and crazy on a level understood by 
those who have been there.” 

+ * 

Back at Owl Farm, Thompson will 
continue to raise peacocks and dober- 
mans. He will continue to bike down 
the road to the Woody Creek Tavern for 
his meals. He will rarely answer his 
phone and continue to terrorize visitors 
to his home. 

A contented recluse, Thompson’s pri- 
vacy will be invaded with a barrage of 
requests for magazine and television 
interviews because of the long-awaited 
release of Fear and Loathing in Las 
Vegas on the big screen. 

He will grant only a few: “I guess 
HUSTLER’s okay for an article. Who 
knows? Not me—I’m just a country boy."@ 
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John and Mary had been going out for two years. John 
was an affectionate boyfriend, but had never once 

attempted sexual intercourse with his lady. 

One night after receiving a chaste good-night kiss from 

her beloved, Mary asked, “John, honey, why have you 
never made love to me?” 

John lay back on the pillow and sighed. 

“This may sound funny,” John explained, “but when | 

was a little boy, my mother told me that a girl’s pussy had 

teeth inside it that would bite my dick off if 1 fucked her.” 
Mary caressed her lover’s arm. “I'll show you there’s 

nothing to be afraid of.” 

She folded back the covers, pulled down her panties 

and spread her legs. “See,” Mary said softly, “it doesn’t 

have any teeth.” 

John recoiled in horror. 
“With gums like that, I’m not surprised!” 

Qestion: Why did the fag wear a nicotine patch on 

his dick? 

Answer: He wanted to get down to three butts a day. 

Waking along a cliff overlooking the ocean, a man 

encountered a young boy seated on a picnic blanket, 

weeping uncontrollably. 

“What’s the matter, son?” the passerby inquired. 
“My parents took me on a picnic. They started arguing. 

My daddy pushed my mommy. She pushed him back, 

then they both fell over the cliff. Daddy landed on the 

rocks and died. Mommy drowned in the undertow.” 

The man unzipped his trousers and removed his cock. 
“This just isn’t your day, is it?” he said. 

A newly married man returned home from work to find 
his young wife sprawled naked on the couch. 

“What’s for dinner?” he asked. 

“Pussy,” she growled demurely. 

“Damn,” her husband replied absently. “That’s what | 

had for lunch.” 

84 August HUSTLER 

Charlie and his wife were driving in the country when 

Charlie saw a sign in front of an old farm that read: 
Cow FOR SALE $5,000. 

Intrigued, Charlie pulled into the barnyard. 

“There is no cow in the world worth $5,000,” he told 
the old dairy farmer. 

“Bessie ain't no ordinary cow,” the farmer said, lifting 
the bovine’s tail. “She was blessed with a snatch just like 
a woman's.” 

Charlie stomped back to the car. 

“What’s the matter?” his wife asked. 

“It’s not fair,” Charlie fumed. “That farmer has a cow 
with a woman’s snatch worth $5,000. You’re a woman 

with a snatch like a cow, and you're not worth shit!” 

The HUSTLER Dictionary defines dry Martinez as: a 
Mexican with a vasectomy. 

A homely nun was walking along the road to the con- 

vent when a man jumped out from behind the bushes 

and raped her. 
“Well,” her attacker seethed after brutally ravishing 

the saintly woman, “what are you going to tell the holy 

father now?” 

“| must tell the truth,” the sister said. “I'll say that I was 
walking home when a man jumped out from the bushes 

and raped me twice.” The nun paused. “Unless, of course, 
you re tired.” 

Question: Why is President Clinton so excited about 
bombing Iraq? 

Answer: It involves attacking abroad. 

A: the end of her freshman year, Allison returned home 

from college for the weekend with an awkward confes- 
sion for her mother. 

“I guess I should tell you that I lost my virginity last 
Friday night,” Allison blurted out during dinner. 

“| had a feeling you'd tell me something like this soon, 

Allison,” her mother answered bravely. “I hope at least it 

was romantic and pleasurable.” 
“Well, yes and no,” her daughter replied. “The first 

eight guys were, but after that, my pussy felt a little sore.” 

HUSTLER Humor jokes are sent to us by our readers. If 
you've heard a gut-buster lately, why not send it our way? 
Submit your jokes to HUSTLER Joke Page, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Or E-mail jokes 
to hustler@lfp.com. If your joke ts selected, we'll send you a 
check for $50. Sorry —we cannot return submissions. 
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Sex is everywhere in America: on TV, in the 

White House and, despite the killjoy efforts 

of politicians and vice cops, for sale on your 

own city streets. A blowjob in Honolulu; 

anal i 1 Aachorawe: a quickie in Orlando: 

HUSTLER provides the do's and don'ts and 

where's and how's to keep a budget-minded 

fucker in pussy and out of jail. 
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 e= it N 25 In a treasured few metropolitan areas of America, business thrives, and a cadre of educated 

consumers laughs all the way to the blowjob, enjoying $30 head from strumpets as alluring as any $300 caligirl. 

Cruising hookers on a Friday night Is as 
American as drunk driving and street 
pizza. Yet, sadly, letching the local 
floozies is a part of erotic Americana that 
has seen better days. 

Daunted by the fear of AIDS and 
arrest, millions of would-be johns have 
abandoned whoring in recent years. In 
many U.S. cities, the quality and quantity 
of curbside sex peddlers has plummeted 
as a consequence. In a treasured few met- 
ropolitan areas of America, however, 
business still thrives, and a cadre of edu- 
cated consumers laughs all the way to the 
blowjob, enjoying $30 head from strum- 
pets as alluring as any $300 callgirl. 

The trick to finding bargain bimbos is 
knowing where to look and what to look 
for—and what to look out for. Today’s 
clever john practices smart whoring, tak- 
ing the menace out of getting laid by 
adhering to the following set of guidelines: 

*Always let a girl approach you first. 
Pull up to the curb, and let the prospective 
lay walk to you—don’t call her over. If 
the floozie’s a cop or decoy, she needs 
you to make the first move, or she’s guilty 
of entrapment. 

*Leave your valuables at home or 
locked in the trunk. If you put your wallet 
under the seat or leave cash in your pocket, 
a wily whore can easily grab your loot 

while distracting you with a blowjob. 
“When using a motel, don’t pay the 

girl until you’re in the room. If you allow 
a hooker to leave the car with your money 
in her possession, you will never see 

her—or your dough—again. 
*If using a vehicle, make sure no one 

is sitting in a parked car nearby and that 
you have not been followed. The girl 
could be setting you up to be ripped off, 
or the police may have staked out the 
area, knowing that it’s used by hookers. 

*Always use a condom. There’s no 
better protection against STDs, such as 
clap, herpes and AIDS. In fact, bring your 
own. If you want head, pack some dry 
ones—most girls hate the taste of lubri- 
cated condoms. 

“Surf the Web. Cyberspace is alive 
with a new breed of whoring hobbyist 
who understands that street sex has never 
been a bigger bargain. To help one another 
avoid ripoffs and busts, johns post 
details of recent encounters on hooker- 
related Internet news groups, such as 
alt.sex.prostitution, and on information 
Web sites. Start with the World Sex Guide 
(www.paranoia.com/faq/prostitution). 

This invaluable cautionary advice can 
mean the difference between success and 
failure on a mission to buy sex on the fol- 
lowing public streets of America. 

August HUSTLER 

1. HONOLULU, HAWAII—Honolulu, 
Hawaii, is a whoremonger’s wet dream. 
Thanks to a never-ending supply of free- 
spending Japanese tourists and horny 
U.S. military personnel—and a seeming 
no-bust policy practiced by local police — 
this tropical paradise attracts the finest, 
youngest streetwalkers in America. 

The street: Action centers around a 
large, one-block area in the heart of 
Waikiki, bordered to the north and south 
by the two main thoroughfares of 
Kalakaua and Kuhio Avenues and on 
either end by Nohonani and Kanekapole 
Streets. The finest hotels on Waikiki Beach 
are a block away, and the Waikiki police 
station lies just across the street—but so 
long as these girls ply their trade without 
overtly robbing foreign tourists, they 
appear to be free to peddle flesh at will. 

Along the track, cruising is most easily 
done on foot, with the action continuing 
seven days a week from 8:30 p.m. until 
dawn. In a word, these streetwalkers are 

unfuckingreal, both in looks and attitude. 
Blondes, brunettes, redheads, Asians: 
They're all here, sometimes up to 20 deep 
on each corner. 

The average cost on an average night: 
$50 for an in-car blowjob, $100 to $150 
for a straight lay back at your hotel. Be 
careful not to appear too much the tourist, 

or the girls might gouge you for $300. 
If these prices are too steep, try the 

Hotel Street area of downtown Honolulu, 
where $30 will get you a blowjob and $50 
will get you laid. The track here is bor- 
dered by Beretania and King Streets, 

River Street and Nuuanu Avenue. Though 
these hookers may not be as classy, the 
area has a historic reputation as a red- 
light district dating back to Hawaii's 
whaling days. 

The cops: Their main function is appar- 
ently to guard the girls and the tourists, not 
to arrest. During a recent incident cited on 
the Internet news group alt.sex.prostitution 
(ASP), a cop allegedly arrested a drunk 
who was harassing a working girl and 
didn’t say a word to the whore. 

The scams: If the girl looks too good 
to be true, and the price sounds too low to 
be true, beware—chances are, she'll try 
to jack up the rate once alone with you in 
the room. 

2. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA— 
Among the most liberal cities in America, 
San Francisco boasts a wide-open com- 
mercial sex trade that includes the pretti- 
est and friendliest population of street- 
walkers to be found in the continental 
United States. 

(continued on page 98) 







PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLIVE McLEAN 

Abbey and Lucy eyed each other for weeks 

across the packing plant before finally 7 

requesting to work the graveyard shift. ae 

“I couldn't wait to sce what Abbey hid | 

beneath those baggy coveralls,” Lucy pants, Rae 

mounting her supine co-worker. : 

Lucy grinds her wet mound into 

Abbey's. “Who says manual labor 1s a 

thankless job?” 
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| Cities Most Vegas tarts are on the up and up. 

“besides watching your wallet when you get the girl to your room.” 

The street: The city’s most active 
commercial sex zone, known as the 
Tenderloin, runs the lengths of Post and 
O’Farrell Streets, from Polk Street on the 
west to Powell on the east. For a glam 
tart, head east along O’Farrell toward 
Powell; for a truly fine piece of tail, travel 
Powell down to Union Square. 

“Keep going toward where the nice 
hotels are downtown, and it gets better 
and better,” explains Dave Patrick, editor 
of the Spectator, the Bay Area’s weekly 
sex-news tabloid. “These women are 
pretty amazing to be out on the street.” 

Action here centers around the Saint 
Francis Hotel where, according to a 
recently retired hooker named Sherry, 
“you find the kind of sophisticated whore 
a john can take back to his room.” Or you 
can take her to a secluded side street in 
your car. Either way, a blowjob runs $30 
to $50, a half-and-half is $80 to $100 and 
anal, $120. Prices drop considerably the 
farther you get from Union Square. 

The cops: Although new Mayor 
Willie Brown temporarily cleaned up the 
streets in mid-1997, just prior to hosting a 
national mayor’s conference, the SFPD 
rarely gives street prostitution a high pri- 
ority. “We'd get picked up all the time, 
but it was no big deal,” recalls Sherry. 
“They'd take us to the station, then we’d 

all catch a cab back. It was like a joke.” 
The scams: If there is such a thing as 

an honorable whore, she’s likely to be 
found in San Francisco. Still, don’t let 
your guard down. 

3. LAS VEGAS, NEVADA—The vice 
cops make a show of busting working girls 
in Las Vegas, but they have better PR skills 
than to frequently bust the gamblers who 
rent them. In fact, Nevada—Las Vegas in 
particular—provides one of the most 
hooker-friendly environs in the country. 

The street: Although whorehouse 
prostitution ts legal throughout much of 
Nevada, it is not legal in Vegas’s Clark 
County. As a result, police crack down 
hard on high-visibility whores working 
the seedier parts of town along North Las 
Vegas Boulevard. The ones they don’t 
touch are the casino-lounge girls, a brand 
of upscale harlot that can be found subtly 
peddling tail in high-class hotel/casino 
bars up and down the strip. 

“Go to Cleopatra’s Barge at Caesars, or 
to Bally’s, MGM or Treasure Island,” 
explains Tessa, a well-heeled professional 
girl with firsthand knowledge of the Vegas 
scene. “You can pick the girls out from 11 
o’clock on. In fact, you can tell which are 
the working girls because they’re the only 
ones at the bar not playing video poker.” 

August HUSTLER 

(continued from page 88) 

“There are few do’s and don'ts,” advises Tessa, 

As you might expect, the cost of such 
high-price spread is through the roof. On 
slow nights, you may be able to negotiate 
a $200 quickie if you have a room upstairs. 
In fact, most girls will only go with guests 
staying at that hotel. The swankier the 
hotel, the higher the asking price. 

The cops: Vegas whores tend to be 
overly cautious due to the regularity of 
sting operations. Yet, according to Tessa, 
the cops steer clear of busting johns. 
“High rollers come to Vegas to gamble 
and to have sex,” she explains. “Police 
know it’s not in their best interest to bust 
the public. They don’t want to do any- 
thing that would make a gambler not 
want to come back.” 

The scams: Most Vegas tarts are on the 
up and up. “There are few do’s and don'ts,” 
advises Tessa, “besides watching your wal- 
let when you get the girl to your room.” 

4, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA—The win- 
ters are long and hard in our 49th state, 
making it a very short season for Alaskan 
streetwalkers. Nonetheless, during sum- 
mers in Anchorage, prostitution flourishes. 
Hookers from across the U.S. flock to this 
wilderness outpost, attracted by an abun- 
dance of outdoor sportsmen and fishermen 
with four months’ worth of wages in their 
pockets. 

The street: Prices in Anchorage 
depend on the quality of the companion 
and the area of town you are cruising. 
The girls’ ages range from the late-teens 
upward, the majority being white and 
Asian, with some blacks and natives. 

With the average whore, prices run a 
minimum of $30 to $50 for a blowjob, 
$50 to $100 for a quick-stay in-and-out. 
Find a girl who’s a ten, and you'll pay at 
least $200. 

The best tarts in Anchorage are found 
working the track along Spenard Road, 
from Fireweed on the north to 
International Airport Road on the South, 

with the action centered just south of 
Minnesota Drive. There is also an active 
and attractive scene downtown along 4th 
Avenue, from C Street on the west to 

Gambell Street on the east and along 5th, 
coming back the other way. Lower-priced 
spreads can be found on an equally active 
track farther down Gambell Street 
between 12th and 14th. 

The cops: Although the Spenard Road 
track is safe from all but the occasional 
Friday-night neighborhood-watch group, 
police are very active in the downtown 
area of Anchorage. 

The scams: 
should suffice. 

Normal precautions 

(continued on page 106) 
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Bed-wetting cripple or sports hero? 
of dollars on the PGA Tour. But limp- 
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an obscure leg problem shouldn't 
stand in the way of winning millions 
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Cities Because they have their own cars, the Texan trollops 

your money—especially if their girlfriend is waiting behind the wheel. 

5. DALLAS, TEXAS—Leave it to the 
decadent denizens of Dallas to come up 
with a unique marketing twist for the 
world’s oldest profession: Here, the 
whores cruise the streets in cars, looking 
for the johns! 

The street: Look for these mobile 
ladies of the evening along Harry Hines 
Boulevard between Walnut Hill and Loop 
635. During this track’s heyday five years 
ago, it wasn’t uncommon to find 20 to 50 
whores camped out on the hoods of their 
parked cars hooting and hollering at the 
honking johns. Today, the hooting and 
hollering is done through rolled-down 
windows between midnight and 4 a.m. 
The girls, most of whom remain surpris- 
ingly stunning, cruise side by side with 
prospective tricks. 

Prices range from $40 to $50 for an in- 
car blowjob to $100 for straight sex. With 
one of the finer specimens, a half-and- 
half at a nearby hotel can cost up to $200, 
including room charge. For a budget fuck, 
head to a nearby adult-book store/video 
store, and rent a booth for $10. 

The cops: The vice squad is fairly 
active on Harry Hines, particularly on 
‘Sunday and Monday nights and during 
the early evening on Friday and Saturday. 
Police rarely harass johns, but according 
to postings on ASP, gentlemen caught 

with their pants down face possible 
charges of public indecency. 

The scams: Because they have their 
own cars, the Texan trollops have an easy 
means of escaping with your money— 
especially if their girlfriend is waiting 
behind the wheel. Use caution and good 
judgment, and never let a girl exit your 
car prematurely with the money. 

6. ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY — 
Like its Western sister city of sin, Las 
Vegas, Atlantic City offers its high-rolling 
visitors all the erotic amenities of a gam- 
bling town—but without the glitz. 

The street: The street action, accord- 
ing to Sherry, who worked the track here 
twice during the past five years, takes 
place up and down Pacific Avenue, 
which parallels the Boardwalk, one 
block in from the beach. “The girls are 
good-looking because there’s plenty of 
money to be made,” says the well-trav- 
eled ex-tart. 

The best spot to find high-class hookers 
is a block down from Caesars Atlantic 
City, where the curbs are lined with ten to 
20 girls on any given weekend night (the 
selection thins weeknights and during the 
winter off-season). The action begins after 
11 p.m., with cruising done via car, cab, 
limo and walk-up. In the latter case, most 
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have an easy means of escaping with 

girls will gladly meet you up in your room. 
Prices range from $50 for an in-car 

blowjob to $100 for a short-stay in-and- 
out. For a quality hooker, be prepared to 
spend $200. The tab runs even higher for 
the sophisticated strumpets who work the 
casino lounge areas, where a $350 half- 
and-half is not unheard of. 

The cops: “I never had any hassles 
with the police,” says Sherry. “As long as 
we didn’t stand in front of the casinos, 
they left the girls and the johns alone.” 

The scams: Make sure you know what 
you're bargaining for: Some girls will 
agree to go back to your room for $100 
and, once there, try to charge extra for 

anything more than a handjob. 

7. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA— 
Hollywood has a long-standing reputa- 
tion as a mecca for young, would-be 
actresses and teenage runaways who, 
their dreams dashed, wind up peddling 
flesh curbside on Sunset Boulevard. 
Some things never change. 

The street: The traditional Hollywood 
track runs the length of Sunset from Vine 
Street west to La Brea. The 1.5-mile 
stretch has offered everything from 
Latinas to blacks to young, white, blond 
bimbos. Lately, the street action has been 
pushed south to Santa Monica Boulevard 
east of La Brea, but be careful. The real 
women are mixed in with enterprising 
transsexuals, which can make for embar- 
rassing misunderstandings. 

From time to time, you will also find 
isolated independents—generally white, 
young and dressed somewhat more con- 
servatively—along stretches of Highland 
Avenue north of Sunset and, during the 
wee hours, along Hollywood Boulevard 
from La Brea to Vine. Though admittedly 
rare, these after-hours hookers are among 
the best in the city. 

Like everything else in L.A., almost 
all dating is done in a car. You pick up the 
girl, work out the terms of the deal and 
drive to a nearby residential side street. A 
few whores have rooms in nearby motels, 
but most also have pimps; so going back 
to their place can be risky. 

Prices vary, depending upon the 
quality of the girl and your skills at 
negotiation. In-car blowjobs will run 
$30 to $50, with a half-and-half averag- 
ing $80 to $100. Anything more than 
$120, and you’re paying too much. 

The cops: The LAPD continually 
attempts to keep street prostitution in 
check through periodic sweeps and crack- 
downs. They’re not afraid to go after 
johns (just ask Hugh Grant and Eddie 

(continued on page 122) 
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Fancy is a daneer from Detroi
t, Michigan. The dreamy 

21-year-old likes shooting pool and hopes to have a 

threeway with a guy and girl “up against a tree i
n the 

forest during a thunderstorm.” This scintillating young 

snatch is more than fancy, she’s downright deluxe. 

Photo by Friend 
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Leticia is a 2] -year-old caretaker from 
young lady is fond of basketball, d 

laps up the idea of “mad, sensual sex” 
There’s nothing wrong with consensua 

Simi Valley, California. The limber 
ancing and sex. Open-minded Leticia 

with another woman on the beach. 
! clam digging between grown-ups, 

Photo by Friend 

Amateur Photo/Video Contests * WIN $5,000 CASH! 

MODEL RELEASE / ENTRY FORM 
N E W | D LAW S$ =—- SEE DETAILS BELOW 

To enter HUSTLER Beaver Hunt or HUSTLER Video Beaver Hunt you must be over 18 years old, and you must fill out and send this release and COPIES OF TWO 
FORMS OF 10, ONE WITH PHOTO (i.e., driver's license, passport, work or school ID card or photo ID issued by state). Second !D can be birth certificate, Social Security 
card, credit card, marriage certificate or immigration card. Send photocopies, not originals. Send two or more sharply focused color prints or slides. Send videotapes 
in the VHS format. Showing pink is optional at entry stage. All photos and videos become the unreturnable property of HUSTLER Magazine, which buys all nights in 
perpetuity to photos and videos we purchase. Win $250 if we publish your photo, or $500 if we choose your video, and win the chance to be in an extended pictorial 
or feature video worth $5,000. Send photos, videos, IDs and release to HUSTLER Beaver Hunt, 8484 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

P LE A S CE P R N T 

Model's name ‘Hobbies 

Any alias, nickname, stage or pro name = —_ 

Name to be published ) Sexual Fantasies (Include separate sheet if necessary) 

Date of birth Phone (include area code) a ree |: 

Model's Social Security number * 

ea Photographer/Cameraperson = 

City “tate ~—Sp Address 

a Cliy at. ip 

NOTE: PRIZE MONEY SENT TO MODEL ONLY. 

In consideration of $250 for photographs or $500 fora videos bhereby 
give HUSTLER Magazine, its affiliates, successors and assigns, and 

those acting under its permission or upon its authority, full worldwide 
rights and exclusive permission in perpetuity to copyright and/or 
publish any photographs or videos of myself with or without my name 
and to make any changes or any additions whatsoever to such 
photographs, video footage, portraits or any of the above information, 
whether true or fictional. | understand that editorial matter will accom- 

pany these photos, and that my video footage may be accompanied by 
commentary and can be distributed with other affliated videos, and that 
my photographs or video image can be published in other 
HUSTLER affiliated magazines. | certify that | am of full age and am pos- 

sessed of full legal capacity to execute the foregoing authorization. 

WARNING: ANYONE SIGNING THIS RELEASE 
FORM OTHER THAN THE MODEL WILL BE 

SUBJECT TO MONETARY DAMAGES AND/OR 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 

| DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 
THAT ALL OF THE INFORMATION |! HAVE 
GIVEN ABOVE IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 

Model's lega! signature (use separate sheets for more than one model) 
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Candi is a heavenly morsel from Chicago, Illinois. A vivacious, 

20-year-old college freshman, Candi enjoys working out and 

dreams of making a porn film with another woman “while a 

roomful of people watch.” Indulge yourselves, ladies; eating 
Candi won’t make you fat. 

Photo by Friend 
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Patriotic pulchritude makes America 
strong. Charlie is a citizen of Chicago, 
Illinois, who digs shopping, dancing 
and horseback riding. The horny, 27- 
year-old housewife dreams of lying 
nude “on the white-sand beaches of 
Thailand and having sex...beneath a 
waterfall.” Would you settle for a 
quick fuck in an abandoned lot near 
Lake Michigan, Charlie? 
Photo by Husband 
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Detroit, Michigan’s Lisa displays the finest pair of head- 

lights in the Motor City. The 26-year-old dancer and animal 

lover spends her leisure time “spoiling her three cats” and 

fantasizing about “young, hardbodied boys.” We're glad 

you're not a dog person, Lisa. 

Photo by Friend 
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Fiero of Van Nuys, California, is a woman s of simple needs. The 27-year-old dancer’s — only requirements for happiness are “sex, 4 sucking dick, eating pussy and sex.” Fiery 2 Fiero hopes to experience her boyfriend screwing her ass while her girlfriend devours her pussy. Studies show, girls enjoy life when eaten out more often, 
Photo by Friend i 
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Luna of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is a 31-year-old 
house sitter whose hobbies include “vibrators and 

girlie magazines,” Luscious Luna dreams of walking 
into a convenience store “totally nude and acting like 
nothing is amiss.” Go for it, Luna, Maybe they'll give 

you a free corn dog and a Slurpee. 
Photo by Friend 
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Kimmi is a model and nightclub 

promoter in glitzy Cleveland, 

Ohio. In addition to horses and the 

outdoors, 33-year-old Kimmi likes 

getting together with two of her 

fayorite guys, “one right after the 

other.” Take a number, gentlemen. 

Photo by Friend 
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Sheila of Raleigh, North Carolina, maintains two 

| 
demanding careers as a surgical technologist and exotic 

dancer. In between sterilizing scalpels and som in 
| | | a i: “a 

strip clubs, 25-year-old Sheila enjoys “dancing top 2m 
1 as L ; - ‘: _ ' a tn: s 

. 
and painting landscapes. Who Says an artist need : 

| suffer in order to create. 
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Tara of Detroit, Michigan, spends her spare time breeding 
Siberian huskies. The hopelessly romantic 29-year-old 
dreams of “parking on a back road, lying in the back of 
my Dodge pickup and taking it from behind,” That 
wouldn't happen to be a dirt road, would it, Tara? 
Photo by Fnend 
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Cc ities The nation’s capital, hotbed of political scandal, is also well-known for its hookers. 

Whether selling votes or selling pussy, the dealmakers of this powerful city have prostitution down to a science. 

Murphy). Be ever-vigilant for decoys. 
The scams: These girls know every 

trick in the book—from combing your 
pockets while your pants are down to 
conning you into spending needless 
money to bring along a second girl. Hold 
tight to your wallet and your wits. 

8. NEW YORK, NEW YORK—As the 
saying goes, if you can’t get fucked in 
New York, you can’t get fucked anywhere. 

The street: Forget Times Square, cen- 
terpiece of Mayor Giuliani’s clean-sweep 
campaign. Much of the sex trade has 
drifted over to 10th Avenue and down- 
town near the financial district, which has 
seen a rise in cheap sex clubs, where you 
can take one of the girls to a closet-size 
back room, 

For street whores, active pockets of 
prostitution are scattered throughout 
Manhattan: 12th Street between 2nd and 
3rd Avenues, Lexington Avenue between 
24th Street and 30th, llth Avenue 
between 23rd and 30th, 9th Avenue 

between 33rd and 39th (near the entrance 
to the Lincoln Tunnel), and 9th and 10th 
Avenues from 44th Street to 50th. 

Few of the hookers working these 
tracks will win a glamour contest. They 
don’t look all that bad. Many are white, 
and they’re cheap: Blowjobs are $30, and 

The, . 
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“You have pussy 

129 

on the brain, Mr. President.” 

they'll spend an hour in a hotel room of 
your choice for $100—a deal compared 
to the price tag of local escorts. 

In Manhattan, there’s only one place to 
find high-price ladies: after 10 p.m. near 
the Plaza Hotel, from 59th and Central 
Park South to 6th Avenue and 58th Street. 
These hookers, who dress nicely, are best 
cruised on foot. You often can’t tell 
they're working girls until one of them 
asks if youre “looking for someone 
tonight?” If she initially asks for $400, 
offer $150—most will agree to a 30- 
minute half-and-half in your hotel room 
for $200. 

The cops: Even during sweep weeks, 
New York’s finest prefer to go after prosties 
instead of johns—they’re easier to catch 
and prosecute. But always stay alert. 

The scams: The seedier the neighbor- 
hood, the more likely you'll get ripped 
off. In the Big Apple, the market is buyer 
beware. 

9. WASHINGTON, D.C.—The nation’s 
capital, hotbed of political scandal, is also 
well-known for its hookers. Whether sell- 
ing votes or selling pussy, the dealmakers 
of this powerful city have prostitution 
down to a science. 

The’ street: The area around 
McPherson Square, bounded by K Street 

HUSTLER August 

to the south, 10th Street to the east, 15th 

Street to the west and as far north as 
Rhode Island Avenue, remains the most 
lucrative pickup territory in the city. 
Although weekday evenings may only 
find a handful of ladies working, on 
weekends after midnight the tarts are in 
ample supply. Here, the better-dressed 
pros, many of whom are knockouts, tend 
to hang to the south, toward K Street. The 
beaters stay north along the side streets 
off Logan Circle. 

Prices vary depending upon the client, 
the hour and the quality of the girl, 60% of 
whom are black. Rule of thumb: $30 to 
$50 for a blowjob in the car; $100 to $150 
for full service in a hotel. 

The cops: There have been several 
decoy scares reported on ASP over the 
past few years, but most johns are left 
alone. Nevertheless, police sweeps are a 
weekly event, and there is a law in D.C. 

that allows authorities to impound the 
cars of johns caught soliciting; so take all 
necessary precautions. 

The scams: The usual tricks. D.C. is a 
high-crime area with plenty of guns, 
drugs and gangs. It’s best to use extreme 
caution. 

10. ORLANDO, FLORIDA— Wherever 

you find tourists, you find hookers, which 
is exactly the case in this central Florida 
town that is home to Disney World and 
Universal Studios. 

The street: The track in Orlando is 
known as Orange Blossom Trail—in par- 
ticular, a four-mile stretch running north 
and south of Interstate 4 (Exit 33). 
Weekend nights after 10 p.m., Orange 
Blossom and the side streets that run par- 
allel to the trail are brimming with 
beaver—often pretty young girls who 
have opted to forsake the area’s escort 
and masseuse trade for direct curbside 
Service. 

Along the busiest sections of the Trail, 
such as near the intersection of Texas 
Avenue, prices reflect quality. Here you 
can get your dick sucked for as little as $20 
or have anal sex for $50. Anywhere along 
this track you can get a quality half-and- 
half for $100, with sex performed almost 
exclusively in parked cars. 

The cops: Police are most active 
before midnight, and although they focus 
mainly on the working girls, it’s a good 
idea to stick to the side streets when 
patrol cars are out. 

The scams: According to recent post- 
ings on ASP, you're more likely to find 
scam artists working the local massage 
parlors, where four times the price gets 
you one half the service. @& 
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START TODAY! Details-$1.00 to: KWW, 
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NASTY AMATEURS! 
Never Seen Before Because We Shot Them Ourselves: 

THIS 1S THE REAL 
| DEAL-NONE OF THAT 
COMMERCIAL CRAP! J 
2 HOUR RAUNCHY 
AMATEUR VIDEOS 
ONLY $12.00 EACH! 
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irienced dramatic results. Impotency overcome. in-| 
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liems. Studies reveal women definitely consider the: 

penis as the real measure of the man. Let LINGA- 100) 
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1 o/h. Order now! 
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Ps their mouths, twats, asses and tiny tits! 

Seam dripping around! 

Sell hands and mouths stroke and lick these big 

ee SS. ee ee ee 

b FOUL ‘iA DU JE NAX. \ ] Us ALT: 
Me the juices out of their milky mammaries and, | 

course, from the joysticks of their well-hung 
studs. Lots of cum-squirting, blowjobs, cum- /¥ 
covered tits and swollen bellies. It's hot, it's fg. 
wet, and it's juicy. 4 

| @ JUICY HAIRLESS PUSSIES Close your eyes [Ss 
and imagine the sleekest, juiciest pussies sitting on §/- 

| top of throbbing pieces of meat. Or imagine slick fF 
| Snatches being pounded over and over. Watch the 

| hottest videos in this blistering collection of tiny tit- 
a4 ted gals with those smooth and slick pussies. 

© BIG TIT FUCKERS These ladies with 
f humungous tits strut their stuff & get it on with 

im, some of the biggest dicks in town. There's lots 
=e) of tit-fucking & tit sucking. There's plenty of | 

wa cum-squirting over large tits & loads of bounc- 
ing boobs as these chicks get royally fucked. 

@ TEACHER'S SUCK LESSON The teacher 
is out to make sure her students are hard [ 
enough to please her. So she gives private 

| lessons to all to make sure, Lusty sex scenes | 
| and loads of blow jobs with cum covered | | 
faces as each student tries to prove he's an | 
"A" student. ij 

@ CHICKS WITH PRICKS Rockin’ with sexu- 
al heat and passion these beautiful babes have 

y it all! Perfect breasts to be sucked, caressed, He 
1 and fondled. Then, there's that package 
| between her legs that offers untold intimacies to Ma: 

her lucky partner. The sex is hot, hot! < 

@ AFTER SCHOOL PUSSY LICK Class is [ - 
over so let's invite some frends over for some 

s of the hottest and sexiest after-school parties § 
' around, The gals just love having their legs 
| spread wide open so that someone can get 
deep inside with a tongue and juice them up! 

U HOURS, NOT 4 OUR BUT AFULL 6 HOURS "only “L, [NS pega wrercr taro oes | ey 
OF FUCKING, SUCKING AND THE MOST UNUSUAL Se) hey Sita 443. 
SUBJECT MATTER YOU WILL EVER WATCH! 22 
BLISTERING VIDEO TITLES, VALUES uP 10 ‘bat 

@ BUTTERED BUNS Hot asses with plenty 
of tasty anal assets. Slutty gals who loved to be 

dicks get their dreams come true! There's no let 
up in the action with lots of cum-qushing sleazy, 
wild sex scenes with no holes left unstuffed., 

© CHEERLEADER SLUT [he freshest young 
ers promise to arouse you to untold heights. 
hese gals are outrageously unfulfilled and 

want to be fucked and sucked in all the ways 
they've only read about! They want all of it in 

© RANCH ORGY This sexual adventure will 
take you to those places people only whisper 
about. To those secret and hidden places where 
sexual Couplings go to the edge of desire and | 

| beyond. The heat rises til everything is covered | 
s in hot jizz & you beg for more! | 

@ HOUSE PARTY There's plenty of hot and /E& 
juicy sex in this house. Cum-squirting and dick- [& 
licking sizzling action with tiny titted and tight- [ae 
assed gals who love to be fucked in twosomes [f 
and three-somes. There's lots of juicy pussy, 
blow jobs, facials & hot sex that'll knock your [i 
socks off! | 

1 © MAMA'S BEST FRIEND | hese big bellied 
pregnant beauties are ready to pop but they're 
sex maniacs too! They love to suck cock and 

balls to the bursting point. They want to fuck 
] anything and everything! No one is safe around 

them! It's the hottest cunt pounding and jizm & 

@ FIRST TIME BLOW JOB These newcum- 
mers to sucking dick have voracious appetites 
for good old-fashioned cum. They lick and suck | 
those bulging dicks dry! They love to swallow 
and also get covered in hot, white cum from top 
to bottom. 

@ BEGINNERS LUCK These beginners are 
lucky in love and sex. There's lots of pussy pok- 
ing, blazing anal sex, and more sex scenes than 
you ever imagined. The girls are eager to please 
& be pleased. They want to try everything and 
nothing stops them from experimenting. Fan- 
fucking-tastic! 

@ STRANGE SEX The most bone-raising, 
bizarre and steamy, outrageous sex-filled action | 

«| ever. It will leave you breathless and wanting 
more! There's lots of fucking and sucking. 
Pussies get reamed and asses get plunged and | 
dicks explode with gushes of hot cream! 

© ASIAN LUST /f Oriental pussy gets you 
good and hard then these Asian cuties, with 
tight twats and tiny tits, will generate more heat 

dicks exploring the inner-most regions of a gal's than hot sauce! Plenty of oral sucking and loads 
gash hole and asshole at the same time? Weill, | eG : | of hot squirting creamy facials. The girls are | 

| these special quys manage to do just that. The ee, eager to please so they bare their ass cheeks | 
sex-filled action will set the screen ablaze. Sizzling! e. . ~ ZY high for easy penetration. 

© FAMOUS FUCKERS Witness the sexual 
encounters of some of porn's most famous all- | 
time star fuckers. They're slutty and sleazy, these |. gua 
guys and gals from XXX rated past, who like sex |aaeeRe ae, 

cum and plenty of it. There's lots of fucking, | ie 
sucking, cum-dripping slits and anal fucking. 

@ OLDER TOILET TRICKS |{ you like older / 
gals showing you the strangest sex then you'll 
love these videos. It's full of the most special 

| and bizarre sex-filled encounters. It's hot, wet 
and wild! These sexy seniors are real pros when 

| it comes to showing you their swollen clits and | 
swollen tits. 

| @ TINY TITTIES - TIGHT ASSES | pert and 
| perky tits & butt hole plunging tempt you like 
nothing else then this one's for you.These 
videos have tiny tits & cute bung holes to satis- 
fy everyone out there. There's lots of cum-cov- 
ered ass cheeks and nipple nibbling. Great pop 
shots and gooey facials! 

@ NEIGHBOR NYMPHO Tiny boobs, short 
skirts, and the sweetest smiles make for a neigh- 
borhood filled with spontaneous and sizzling sex. | 
Sex-crazy babes with cute round asses make the 
rounds of the neighborhood looking for sex in all 
the right places. And they find it! | 

@ ASIAN CUTIE Asian treats get stuffed, | 
reamed, prodded and poked by guys who really 
deliver all the action! Their tiny tight twats take it | 
all: hard, deep and fast. These chicks are wet | 

P— and wild and get turned on by bulging veined 
| cocks. They suck hard, lick hard, and fuck hard. 

| @ MONSTER COCKS [hese cocks have to 
..| be seen to be believed. Nine inches or more, 

| bulging and throbbing with the juiciest cum. Hot 

cocks and stuff them inside all those tiny 
places. Lots of hot thick spurting cum over 
faces, tits, cunts and ass cheeks! 

| © DOUBLE DICKS Want to double the fucking | 
pleasure and double the cum? Imagine having two 

Se ee a SS So KS Se KSC SP See wee ee ee eee hts Ki aS SSS alae Re 

TSUN SALES dept. 88H5 Box 1835 No. Hollywood, CA. 91614 | 

SPECIAL! any 16 vioeo rues - onty $29.95 
Please circle selections: lenclose (|Check (J Money Order 
Us Ajl 22 titles 
| 1 2 3 4 5 6 Only $14.95 for the first video title. 
! a (8 42 10 11 12 Additional titles only $2.00 each. 
i 20 21 22 

100% Delivery insurance. _1.00 

STATE/ ZIP | Add Correct Tax. 

Total | Enclosed 
' SIGNATURE ~ | AM OVER 18 YEARS OUD 
. 

L 

| 



| sierjplbaacasonenad boil. buona bear 

| a truly unbelievable 

— MEN REPORT NEW DIMENSIONS OF 9 INCHES... 
Y 10 INCHES... EVEN AS MUCH AS 12 FULL INCHES! 

fui |} g39 VWJSJele weSULIS tie Van. 

FHSS TUE you vse uils areas BEE) 
how FAN, doy LONG, tue dow AD sug 

SOif your ou penis vay ! Heoussies \ 

\ THE WOr 4L.D"S FIRST “REDATS-ORIENT =” 
mm SYSTEM: Tested and Proven t give | » se 

VECONI) GAINS tn WOM TIE: 
; Extensive research brings you a ke 

that takes the guesswork out of 
enlargement. We are the only system 
that incorporates: a state-of-the-art 
pump (2 models available), PLUS a 
patented “erection sentry,” PLUS an 
instructional manual on maximum 

eve it at first: NO
W } 

/ had 
it oot in so little 

hime | 

4 blink my eyes... Was that 

Ja in the tube 

huge, taro > Well. it WAS, 
ime | have used 
PRO to make 

the GN time. | 
BIGGER and BIGGER MAGNUM 

«) couldn't bell 

t with the enlargement techniques and ALL THIS | HOD ictive...” at a price that is literally 1/10 of what 
" | PROS 2 you would expect to pay. 

“nscchie® lasted ages Linde dhaeschag tc AND GUUD ULU-FASMIURED VALUE 

caverns in the penis. The caverns fill with blood and the 
| penis grows in size and thickness, becoming stiffer as well. 
| Our system not only enables any man to increase the 

Mae in the USA, Med eben age etree 
are equal or better than those prescribed by doctors that 
sell for up to $430. ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! 

wea ts thee ak FE DL. ROCK-HARD ERECTION "TTT. Vota 
for as long as you want. When you've pumped yourself 
up to the size you like, slide the SENTRY onto the base of 
your penis and let it stay there, guarding, maintaining, keep- 
ing your POWERFUL, THROBBING ERECTION through inter- 
course and beyond. When you are satisfied, you 
release the SENTRY with one hand! I's that simple! 

NOTE: All pump models include “MAXIMUM GAINS” How- 
to instructional manual 

Prolong 
Sine: cic iar se Subnet Wi otky ticlda 14 Gallars 
he bine bras Real vap etapa mata da 

) bangein at te price offered. 

Ar! LASH A BUUC HLA LLUSTiLMzS [37% PROLONG RING | 
ME PUNE JUSS UF WLAS TUR ANUI 

In a short time you can learn new ways of enjoying 
Sata OCREOY SHON Ot WO Oe Cent cere of 
techniques are exposed in words and photos. Every act, 
every method, every device is discussed in detail. Leam | 
to enjoy prolonged periods of continuous ecstasy! To 
Sy FAO OG 

must forthe conraseu of ec deh ond $10.00 

The amazing new Prolong Ring is a marvel of engineering. Quite 

simpy, if allows you to stay as hard as you want, a5 long as you 

want! When your erection is a5 big and hard as you can make 

) it, slide the ring on. The open ended design fits any size penis 

it fits at the base of the penis shaft, where it does 

the job thoroughly, discreetly, undetected. It never 

interferes with stroking action - EVER! Watch your | 

penis jut up and out — and stay that way until you 
release the ring! imagine lovemaking when _. 

you have the confidence of complete 
erection control iterally at your fingertips! 

ently $12.95 

Zl Completely Slew & MAGNUM PRO 0.9: sue 
Te wd Tiple Sten th P.0. Box 571627 * Tarzana, CA 91357 

-ON FORM! Gentlemen: Please send the item(s) indicated. 
nite is a NEW ohh hy Pps pepe lenclose OCheck OMoney Order 
snaid enosae Wier ein. tor porter of Ue peas , COMANUAL model with Maximum Gains instructional manual ........$13.95 

imported spice find their way into the urinary tract and safe- “ CIELECTRIC model with Maximum Gains instrucbonal manual. $34.95 

ly and effectively stimulate the sexual organs of either sex. | CSENTRY PROLONG RING $12.95 
Resistance just melts away! TURN-ON pills are inert formu- ,» [BIG MASTURBATION BOOK $10.00 
las that are triple strength. 30 day supply is nationally sold § © TURN-ON FORMULA 
for $14.95 — but check our prices! OC) 30 day supply $10 © 90 day supply $20 0 6 month supply $30 
FULL 30 DAY SUPPLY... aly $10, CISPECIAL! “Big Masturbation Book,” 6 month supply of TURN-ON, 
FULL 90 DAY SUPPLY... soecsaeeee es sevieeeettaly G20 and the Prolong Ring : = $25.00 

SAVE $30! A 6 MONTH SUPPLY ....ondy $30 ! 
. NAME (print) 

Order the “Big Masturbation Book,” a 6 month | 
-of TURN-ON, and the Prolong 3 ADDRESS _ a 

A $52.95 value all f0F.........0nly ih CITY/STATE/ZIP 
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A MAN KNOWS WHAT A MAN WANTS! § 
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EAPEST & THE BES 

THE Fee eabisee Soe 
__ For Advertising Rates Call 310- 288-0013 | 

HOT FUCKIN PARTY LINE ( 

SUSAN’S SLUTS 
1-800-899-9391 \WMC/AMEX CHECKS BY PHONE 18+ 
CUM LET'S PLAY WITH EACH OTHER! 
The “ARISTOCATS" Live! 1-800-736-1957 CC’S ONLY 

| AM TEMPEST. I'LL BE YOUR MISTRESS TONIGHT! 
805-773-3888 NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 24 HRS 
$42 T00-615-6809 vucaxonr © 1 
or SHOOTING yi Ged SEX! 
nA, wer Eh Neo 14 Credit gis 

Sead ay ae Girls $25 
1-90 7552 $3. ag Henk 18+ 

“INTERACTIVE FETISH HOTLINE 
1-900-740-6232 sawn ws. 1-212-242-2620 varciat 24H, 

TEXAS HOT AS ES—WET & READY FOR YOU 
888) 233-4512 (900) 7: 800 
$12 HOT LIPS! 1-800-746-1396 v/MC 
1-900-435-1153 $3.99/ 

NAUGHTY, NASTY, NYMPHOS! HARDCORE! 
1-800- 443- 6797 ALL CC/CHECK 24 HRS, 18+ 

| EEL YOUR DARKEST DESInes 
TASTE OUR TEXAS HONEY-STICKY, 
HOT & SWEET! (972) 893-1271, 1272, 1273 
GET DO! TED!!! 

1-800-I4-S7H,A2VgE5-Us $4.95/min 18+ 
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> yi-390-Win-6x 
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PENIS ENLAI 

SATIS SFIED CUSTOMERS. 

If you have tried other pumps in the past without success | am 
sorry that you have been disappointed. But if you are serious 
about penis enlargement, increasing your penis length, thick- 
ness and hardness I recommend 100% the penis enlargement 
systems shown here that you can buy direct from the manu- 
facturer without a prescription and save hundreds of dollars. 

- 7 , | = = Yq . i es Nl b= } |. 7 | 
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1. The Best Penis rca it Sauces bulb and short 
Stroke centric or center push pumps create a minimum 
amount of vacuum. Used possibly for masturbation but not 
for the vacuum that is required to enlarge your penis. To be 
successful you need our Penis Pumps with the exclusive 
POWER VACUUM CONTROLLER that adjusts the right 
amount of vacuum for your Penis Enlargement. 

2. Easy To Follow Professional Instructions. We do noi 
ship to you a small piece of paper with instructions on how to 
use the pump and then leave you guessing on its proper use. 
Please do not be misled, Without professional instruction there 
just isn’t any easy |-2-3 method for penis enlargement. Instead 
| have produced a Professional Instructional Video and 
Magazine that shows you step by step everything you need to 
know to be successful. Only after you learn my penis enlarge- 
ment methods by watching the video and magazine it will then 
seem as easy as |-2-3. [ have sold millions of my videos and 
magazines. Because of this volume my cost is only one dollar 
for the video and magazine and it is not for sale. My penis 
enlargement instructions without the best penis vacuum pump 
cannot help you. | include it Free with the purchase of any of 
my Professional Penis Vacuum Pumps. Now you have the 
combination you need for your successful penis enlargement, 
the best professional pump and professional instruction. 

MOST MEN DO NOT REQUIRE A 
PROLONG OR ERECTION 

However, there are some men who would like to maintain an 
erection for a considerable length of time. You must not use 
a fixed size tight fitting plastic ring around your penis when 
you use a penis pump. You could restrict the blood flowing 
into your penis. Instead, | offer to you Free with any penis 
enlargement system a Comfort Fit Erection Ring that will 
adjust to fit any size penis. 
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Approximately 2/3 of your penis j 1S s made up of muscle tissue 
called corpus convernosum and that tissue can expand. The 
Enlargement process is called hypermiation. Blood rushes 
into the muscle tissue causing the penis to expand to your 
maximum potential. 

Dr. Joel Bross is a noted sex therapist, clinical sexologist in 
private practice since 1974, He specializes in sexual con- 
cerns for both woman and men. He is responsible for the pro- 
duction of numerous educational sex videos. 

DR. BROSS INSTITUTE FOR 
oiete 

Professional Instruction and Professional Products to help you and guide 
you every step of the way to a longer, thicker, on ardor penis now! Our 
customers tell us 9 inches... 10 inches... even a | 
My name is Dr. Bross and | have discovered the Complete Penis Eniercanar System that can 
help you enlarge your penis.The penis vacuum pump is also becoming the #1 medical treatment 
for impotence, premature ejaculation , increase sex drive and sexual performance. 

THE WORLDS LARGEST SELLING PENES 
ISED SUCCESSFULLY FOR OVER 3 

> is possible! 

SY: STEN J , ENLARGEMENT 
D YER RS WITh OVER 1 

Even when the pump is not 
used the penis “hangs” thicker 
and longer. 

Et) ra Le | 

Tw. 

After more pumping the penis 
is removed from the tube and 
the penis is about 11 inches, 

After instruction and pumping 
this man has enlarged his 
penis to about 10 inches. 

The penis about 3 inches is 
inserted into the clear tube. 

HAT MY PENIS VACUUM SYSTEM CAN DO FOR | 
Incease penis length and thickness ® Stimulate a harder and more powerful erection ® Exclusive design 
helps maintain your erection for as long as you wish without an erection ring (use my Comfort Fit Prolong 
Ring for extended sex) ® Increase confidence, sex drive and sexual performance ® Intensify your orgasm 

Professional i ALLS SS Ch ai 
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hil iter rower ‘ed 
= ate. cm | Premium Penis Pump 

The Original. One hand 
operation. ‘Press the switch to 
shut amd release your finger 
to stop the motor, You have 
complete contro! for continu: 

ous Vacuum for penis 
enlargement. 

Important Exclusive 

Features. The self-contained 
motorized unit can be removed 
to clean the clear tube. Other 
pumps have the motor, wires 
god batteries attached to the 
tube am! with uxe and cleaning 
can rust and damage the motor 
wid bolteries. 

| 

The “original” and the worlds 
largest selling penis vacuum 
pump, Extra jong 10 inch 
piston assembly. 

Eclusive design. On 
operation fits comfortably like a 
pastol. Pull the trigger and 
instantly the piston releases the 
vacuum you need for a longer 
thicker and harder penis. 

= a an Lie raw COMPLETE — ‘ ane i ENT = vS 
“NLA R P it oF FREE WITH EVERY = \ 

Instructional video and magazine * Adjustable Comfort Fit Erection Ring * 
Our color catalog with over 160 products for men and woman to improve | 
Lu sex and lovemaking. Includes your choice of Free Products. 

' CROWN SYSTEMS dept.88H5 Box’ 1560 Studio City, CA 91614 § 
' [) Deluxe Stroker Pump $24.95 [Check (©) Money Order 

} 2 Super Lever Pump $37.95 Total Purchase... iancceaiel 
! ©) Trigger Release Pump $39.95 Shipping & insurance 5 5.00 
C Battery Powered Pump $42.95 Rush Service $1.00 $ 
C) Dick Rambone Video Feature $14.95 

ent System C) Only $9.95 With Any Enlarge 

TOLL FREE 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS 1-800-378-4689 FAX 1-818-345-4643 
Phone Orders Code # 86H5 Specify Product(s) You Are Ordering One hand operation, Comfort 

el an poss cece bi ed LJ Visa CJMCG CI) AMEX Gard No: 

power piston. Expiration: Month === Vear__——_—.s« Credit card orders shipped only to the cardholder's street address. 

ill of Our Pumps SIGNATURE 7 

ine VU... 
ADDRESS es = 

CITY | STATE / ZIP 
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sex connections ‘http: I} ww.online 18. com/hole * adults overt8. cyber-sex connections http://www.freelooks. com/tramps * adults over 18. cyber 
Internet action http: Jiwww. twogirlsex. com/wet-girls + adults over 18. cyber-sex http: [woww. online 18. com/pink . adults over 18. 

THE ULTIMATE PHONE SEX LINE! 
Pick Your Pleasure. Women Are Waiting. 

1-800-742-4450 
Adults over 18, 

fa ree Bh oyt ty 

SENSATIONAL PHONE SEX! 
We're friendly, hot & so horny! 
1- 800- 557-3230 auuits overt. 

“NEW YORK'S FINEST PHONE SEX 
All Fantasies! All Fetishes! ‘~ 
1- 800-440- 9210 Adults over 18. 

WARM, WILLING & HOT! © 
i- 800-815-6670 or 1- 800-748-4420 

Adults over 18. 

“HANNAHS HOT PHONE ACTION 
1-800-766-4489 

BUSTY BLONDES 
1-800-494- 8462, Adults over 18, 

EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE 
PHONE FANTASY 10N1 

1-81 00-731- 3370 aduirs over 18, 

“TOTAL TITILLATION 1-800-568-1750 j 
Adults over 18, 

+ LOVE TALK AND MORE 
__1-800-205-6300 Adults over 18 

- SPECIAL OFFER! 
1-800-714-1140 

Adults over 18. 

EXTREME 1-800-210-8802 Acuits over 8. 
HOT PHONE FANTASY 1-800-206- 9998 

| Adults over 18. See ee. 
= TY PH ; ADULT EROTICA 
eer fen Lesbian Couples Need Men 

Adults over 18. For Ultimate PLEASURE © 
FANTASY!! 1-800-588-2170 “Passionate, Friendly & Personal | 

l1- 800- 210-8808 Adults over 18. 

SEXY! SENSUOUS! HOT! 
—-1-800- 856-4001 Adults over 18, 

SHOW ME!! 

Adults aver 18, 

‘UNUSUAL URGES 1-800- 209-1920 
Adults aver 18. 

FAST PHONE SEX! 
Adults over 18, 

I'll do it! Tell me how you want it! HAND PICKED FOR PLAY 
Call 1-800- 770- 6270 1-800-216-1207 Adults over 18. 

Adults over 18. HOT AND STEAMY — 7. 

LUCY'S FULL STRENGTH PHONE SEX 
Packs a wallop! 1-800-572-4867 Adults over 16. 

MISTRESS JULIA KNOWS WHAT 

you want! 1-800-770-6230 
Adults aver 18. 

1-800-588- 1980 
Adults over 18, — 

1ON1 GET IT ‘NOW! N No Gredit Carts: 

_ 1-800-258-5237, Adults over 18, 

-evy UAT PAIC 1.0nn 272 INSTANT PHONE iG 
SEXY, , HOT GALS 1-800-373-3052 1-800-207-8104 Adits overt 

NAUGHTY NANCY'S | ~ FARM GIRLS so rn WE'LL 
LUSCIOUS LADIES 

1-800-588-1810 Aduits over 18 
JUICY FANTASIES 

1-800-770-6310 
‘Adults over 18. 

- EXQUISITEBYPHONE 
1- -800- 488- 0513 Adults over 16, 

: NASTY NANETTE! Tneed it bad, 
everyday! Everyway! Can you give me 

what I need?! Call 1-800-724-2280 Aduits over 18 

EXOTIC ASIAN GALS WANT YOU 
Hot phone sex with Suzy! 

ve! -800- -720-2290 Aduits over 18, Bs 

I'M JUST NAUGHTY, BUT | KNOW HOW 
To BRING OUT THE BAD ) BOY INYOU! 

1-800-511-2428 » Adults over 18. 

HOT BLACK MODELS GIVE | GooD PHONE! 
1-800- 506- 5425 Adults over: 18. 

YOUR HOT THROBBING FANTASIES _ 
Brea 8-051 Taboo | 

1-800-4 4 Adu 

Hi aes SHARD i Sun 

BURN YOUR | EARS! 1-800-238- 6722 
Adults: over 1 18. -<—s 

EAGER | ELAINE! 1-800-280- 7482 
Adults over 18. Hot housewives do it alll 

~ PALACE OF PLEASURE 
1-800-258-5231 Aduits overta. 

ALWAYS ‘HOT! ALWAYS: PRIVATE! 
1-800-557-3558 
a — Adults.over 18. fae ae 

>. “REAL .SAMPLES” 
orny women want to turn you ont 

1-800-871- 1131 Adults over 18. 
*SEXY HOT GIRLS* Yon 1 or Wild Party! 

i- 800-373-3046 Adultsover18 

- FORTHE BEST QUALITY& PRICE 

Hor 

IN PHONE SEX 1-800-440-9150 
Adults over 18. tei 

“HOT PANTY GIRLS WILL DOIT 
FOR You 1- “800-440-9250 

_Adults s over, 18. 

“INSTANT PHO! E SEX CONT. TACTS! 
24 ‘Hours/Al 1 Points 1-800-48 8-0517 

__Aduts 0 ‘over 6. . a 

1-800-230- “1452 

. : 4 \ cy its ove Cie Mice 

ne ten ¢ or record ht & Kinky — ZINK G ANN reo 
ol ‘Z. nn_¢ rE ak Z my Re : = 1-800-8: "+9400 Hat ‘nfo SOULMATES 18 mes 9 sii : 

een ae ae 
aos sex kagne cto oi pssdh Sr *ad ditkeove yber-nex 

/www. twog a act lion ht Hl soxcomfwet-gvis adults 6 over 
cae 

HOT PHONE SEX 
ie -800-444-8478 Adults ovel aoa 

‘LUSCIOUS LISTINGS. | 
-PERSONAL BY PHONE. 

1-800-720-2230 
Adults. over 18, 

~ SLEAZY SENSATIONS 

]- -800- 47 4- 5472 Adults ‘over Ta, 

RACY RANDI’ Ss WICKED WIVES 

at 800- -518- 5425 Adults over 18, 

PAULA PINK’S SLEAZY SEXPOTS | 
1-80 0-3; 73-3041 Adults over 18 

SPECIAL INTERESTS? 
You Know What We Mean! 

1-800-709- 2226 
7 ___ Adults over 18. iz 

DARING DARLA'S BOUNCY BLONDES 

1-800-527-2229 Adults over 18, 

_ TEMPTING TRICIA’ S LUSTFUL. 

LESBIANS 1-800- 508- 8255 Adults over 18, 
a oS A ee F 

SENSUAL PHONE EXPERIENCE 
‘They're hot, erotic, and available. 

Call 1-800-588- 2140 
Adults over 18, 

HORNY HOLLY’ Ss HAPPY HARLOTS 

1-800-470- 5472 Adults: over 18. 

PASSIONATE PATTY’ Ss PHONE SEX 

EXPERIENCE 1-800- 501-7825 Adults over 18. 

NAUGHTY NURSES 

2. _ 1-800- 207-8105 Adults over 18, 

_HOT BABES! WILD 800! 
| 1-800-708-0020 Adults over 18. 

PERSONAL! Real Ladies 

Real Action 1-800-588-1840 
Adults over 18, 

_SEX-CRAZED 1-800-405- 3687 Adults over 18. 

TERRIFIC TRACY’ S DEEP DESIRES 
1-800-440-9230 or 1-800-495-7710 

Adults over La 

FOR THE WILDEST ADU LT MESSAGES 

CALL 1- 800- 440- 9350 

KINKY CONNECTIONS: 1-800-557-7558 
Adults over 18. 

~ CUNNING CONNIE’ Ss LUSCIOUS 
LOVELIES 1-800-373-3042 

ites ete pl dults Over 18 

‘DOWN AND DIRTY 
-——-- 1-800-440-9310 
eee eet ee Adults over 18. 

ss SIGGLING JUDY'S» 

Adults. over 18, xz 
= a - 

A 3 et 

1-800-340-4990 suits ovr ia 
vw. BRS ahi a sad ults. over 18. ei 

—— SS 

"PERSONAL PLEASURES FOR MEN 

‘ 

72 _ SAUCY SECRETARIES 1-800-373-3051 | 

w.treelooks. com/tramps - adults: over 18. cyber § 
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/ Pod “THE SUPRA-12 PENIS 
J ENLARGEMENT and ERECTION — 

‘ " BUILDING SYSTEM IS DISTRIBUTED 
and SOLD IN 68 COUNTRIES SINCE 

= 
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1965 and IS USED BY OVER 
CANADA 

Lee Conner, 6.5 
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WORKS ON NATURAL PRINCIPLES... 
NO GUESSWORK... NO MUMBO-JUMBO! 

The male erection is produced when blood flows into 
the special bu/bocavernosus muscles inside the penis 

shaft. As these muscles fill, the penis increases in diam- 
eter and thickness. By increasing their capacity as the 
SUPRA-12 does, they can hold more blood, resulting in 
A DRAMATICALLY LONGER, THICKER ERECTION. Users of 

SUPRA-12 say they're “truly astounded” when they see 
their penises reach startling new proportions inside the 

chamber of the SUPRA-12. And you will be too! 

THE SUPRA VALVE & SENTRY PROLONG 
RING ARE FEATURES NO OTHER 

MANUFACTURER OFFERS! 
Getting a huge, fat erection is one thing... keeping it is 
another!! That's where the features of the SUPRA put it 
miles ahead of its competitors! The patented SUPRA Valve 
“locks in" the vacuum power for the biggest size possi- 
ble in the shortest amount of time. Don't be fooled by 
claims of “more vacuum.” Too much can cause medical 
problems. Every SUPRA-12 pump passes stringent quality 
control and is tested according to medical standards — 

no more — no less. And with the SENTRY Prolong Ring, 
you can stay as hard as you want, for as long as you want. 

IMPORTANT! All professional medical vacuum pumps 
(including $500 models) include prolong or tension rings. 
Our Sentry fits any size penis, and there is no hassle in 
removal or pulling of the pubic hair as in others. The near- 
ly invisible SENTRY rests comfortably at the base of your 
penis, maintaining your dynamic “super erection” indef- 
initely, but never interfering with your pleasure - EVER! 
You can penetrate your sex partner deeply, enjoying inter- 
course more than ever before, because the Sentry GIVES 
YOU COMPLETE ERECTION CONTROL! 

According to U.S. News and World Report. our Vacuum 

Pumps and Erection Rings are “simple, safe and effec- 
tive” (8/24/92). The SUPRA-12 is the World's Best Selling 
line of Penis Enlargement and Erection Building systems, 
and at a price that is an international “Best Deal!” Similar 
systems, when prescribed by physicians, can cost between 
$300 to $650 or more! That's why the SUPRA-12, with 
the patented SUPRA Valve and SENTRY Prolong Ring, is 
such an incredible value! 
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nO SYSTEM is FASTER - OR MORE FOOLPROOF! 
It’s impossible to fail using the SUPRA-12 SYSTEM to increase your genital 
measurements. With the help of the SENTRY PROLONG RING and medical research 
has proven that only a prolong ring can maintain an erection, | 

penis and maintaining the new, thick and ing dimensions becomes effordess 

feach When you 
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Tke Oniginal BATTERY-OPERATED PUMP 
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WE WARE RID SELL OLY WAU PUES 
AD MRDUCTS POR SEGAL BuAWCEMIENT 

CAN THE OTHERS OFFER A 
GUARANTEE LIKE THIS? 

You are about to make a very important 

| Our $¥Stem 

C @ pump fe = v cng 
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CHOOSE THE PUMP YOU PREFER 
AT THE PRIGE YOU WANT 10 PAY! 

BuLB-OrerateoD DEVELOPER 
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reg. $45 
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7-4 NOW 

*FedEx shinped to street addresies only. PO. Baxes shipped by US. Mail 

Credit cand ondenw only 
CALL TO — FREE 

24 HOURS = 7 DAYS 

1-333-920-PUNIP 
CREDIT CARD & PHONE O DEPT, NUMBER BFI ,OW 

' mail to: BRISTOL MEDICAL Dept. HU-088 
P.O. Box 7419, Van Nuys, California 91409-7419 

decision, It’s your hard-earned money - Please ship the following. | enclose 3 ]Check Ci) Money Order 
why not use it to purchase the best system _|Bulb-Operated DEVELOPER with 
money Can buy. We are so confident we 'l/ Sentry Profong Ring and instructions $14.95 

, 5 Jere ai Total Purchase $ 
make the following guarantee: Place the _)*G" Force CENTRIC with | 
SUPRA-12 next to ANY vacuum pump on _ Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ...$23.95 | ca residents 

Battery-Operated EREC-TROWNIC with add sales tax 4 =a rl poe rs se ae Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ....$37.95 
ELray aceies: thot to's tha Ha Deluxe ELECTRIC mode! with Shipping by _ 5.00 
you i agree that it's the inest pump Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions $399.95 | US. Mall or FecEs*..5 ==' 

made that we'll offer this DOUBLE 

, | LICUM GUSHER Pills... $18.00 || OR CHARGED...........$__ 
purchase any pump from any i} — 
manufacturer, that can equal ours j | LIRON ROO Pills . $15.00 To assure prompt service 
in features and service, but at a L|$end ALL 3 Capsules & Pills _......onay $30.00 include shipping cost 

lower price, we'll refund double “]SENTRY PROLONG RING | 
the difference - no questions asked! when purchared sone! Fes | See 

CHARGE IT: AMEX ” 
RAIL B00 

r , 

ATCOUNT MLUMBER 

5» Signature 

4 Name (print) 

Address 

| City/State/Zip 

JVISA OMC 0 IDSC. Exp. Date___ 
1 
| 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-888-920-PUMP OR FAX 1-818-709-0704 « 24 Hours / 7 DAYS 





PHOTOGRAPHY 

“Riding my horse, Cherokee, is my way of communi- 

cating with nature,” says nude equestrienne Carmen. 
“1 don’t want some clunky saddle between me and | 

the rhythms of animal. I love the smell of h@rsey 

sweat and holding tight with my thighs When” 

BY JANNA KRENOVA 

Cherokee breaks into a gallop.” Carmen strokes the 
_ neck of her faithful mount. 

“Boys think girls lose their cherries riding bare- 
back,” giggles Carmen. “I! ride horses for fun, but | 

straddle men for pleasure.” 















Kiss Sexual 
Boredom 

Goodbye 

Sensual products from the Xandria Collection. 

| vie can use sex toys to enhance, to intensify, 

to rejuvenate, to play, or just as a special 

treat. Perhaps that’s why 50 million Americans 

| are favorably disposed to vibrators and other sex 

toys—according to the “Sex in America” survey. 

More than a catalogue. The Xandria Collection | 

is more than a catalogue of sensual delights. It 

celebrates new possibilities for pleasure and lov- 

ing—perhaps many that you never knew existed! 

Rely on our 100%, three-way Guarantee. 

For 23 years our customers have felt comfort- 

able with us because: 

1. We guarantee your privacy. Everything we 

ship is plainly packaged and securely wrapped 

with no clue as to its contents, Transactions are 

strictly confidential—we never sell, give, or 

trade the name of any customer. 

| 2. We guarantee your satisfaction. lf a product 

seems unsatisfactory, simply return it within 60 

days for a prompt replacement or refund. 

3. We guarantee that the products you choose 

| will keep giving you pleasure. Should it mal- 
function, just return it to us for a replacement. 

We'll mail your catalogue to you within 24 hours! 

Send for your catalogue now, and we'll apply 

its $4.00 price when you place your first order. 

Welcome to a new world of enjoyment. 

| The Xandria Collection, Dept. HU0898B 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131-9988 
Please send me, by first class mail, the Xandria Gold Edition 

Catalogue. Enclosed is a check or money order for $4.00, to be 
applied to my first purchase. ($5 Canada, £3 UK) 

| 
Narre 

Actcress 

Kn 
| Statin ——=—_iA= 

| [am an adult over 2] years of age. 

Signature required _ eS — 

andria, 165 Valley Drive, Brishane CA 96005-1340. Vow where prohibited by law 
Bipateasnlen chat boats legen leis 9 eR as ee aA aaa 

a> LOT ee rar AAT IZ 

TO BE TAKEN | . No harmful side effects. 

Saturate the body with the most 

powerful testosterone enhancers 

available. A.T.D.C. is S&K Labs most 

powerful stack of testosterone enhancers 
combined . They could raise 

Testosterone is the body's natural 

steroid. Higher testosterone levels 
mean faster, easier muscle growth. 

lf you are not completely satisfied with the growth you 

obtain within 15 days, return it for a full refund, 

for only 

the phone or onier by cash on delivery | your pertonal chack 

= ORDER NOW!!! 1-800-275-7822 = 

Be Call 24 hen a day 7 days o week or 

tend check of monary Grier to 

S&K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Bivd., Suite 101 
Pompano Beach, Florida 33062 

365mg Capsules 60 Day cycle 

Buy 2 Bottles get Ind FREE 

Add tor Priority Mail 

international orders add 25%. (C.0.D.'s U.S. only) 

Yes, | would like a catalog with my order 

a 

Address: _ 
City, Stale, Zip: __ 

Phone i 

EUROPEAN SEX SUBJECTS FROM 
COUNTRIES WHERE IT'S LEGAL 

"Ete aaa some ere .. 

2 IMPORT CATALOG 00. Box 85006 a CA 

"FREE VIDEO SAMPLES $3 
FREE MAGAZINE SAMPL Ss $3 postage 
BOTH ABOVE $5 postage CATALOG on eed $i 

VIDEO SPECIAL | 
i tao 2 

x 

; | . IT'S GUARANTEED! 
‘That's bares ioe are 6 inches when erect 
we guarantee to make your penis up to 4 | 
inches longer also thicker and firmer. You 
| no longer need pills,drugs or weights. The 
APOLLO is the simple, natural way to 
-prosthetically increase your penis to it's 
maximum dimensions. It will also help 
control premature ejaculation. The 
APOLLO does all this and we GUARANTEE 
IT! Now being sold exclusively ., 
by mail. 

Our Special ELECTRO AUTOMATIC MODEL | 
for only $9.95 plus P&H 

You must add $3 postage or $5 for EXPRESS sf ‘ERY 
Send Cash, Check or M.O. to: f 55 
MERIT SALES Dept. HU 898 i a 
P.0. Box 6070 Sherman dks agai aH 

THE es MOST LIFE-LIKE 

on 
5 mem 

a ye 
a wl 

Advanced technology produces a new level of realism 
and sensual pleasure never before experienced! 

THE NEWEST, LATEST MODEL - The “love doll” has 
really evolved over the years — from the crude but func- 
tional “artificial vaginas” of the early sixties, through the 
breakthrough “foam” dolls of the seventies to now — the 
most technologically superior sex partners ever created! 

May we introduce . .. JOY-LI 
‘Very affordable, very VIRGINAL in design . . .” 

lf you've never had a love doll, or your budget is limit- 
ed, or you're simply looking for the best value for your 
money, our newly released model of the most popular 
love doll design in history is just the ticket. Petite, young 
looking JOY-LI is the spitting image of a very famous 
porn star — with strict attention to those “important” 
details: silky soft, supple skin; voluptuously curved in 
all the right places; with firm, hard nippled breasts, a 
succulent, “deep throat” mouth; extra-snug “cherry” 
vagina, and super-tight anal opening for backdoor 
thrills beyond belief. The best buy - definitely the way to 
go if you want hour after hour of endless pleasure and 
complete sexual satisfaction! auty *14.95 

~ The Deluxe Model - comes with everyting 
1 Seduction costume tor the ultimate 

humt-on 

2 Electronic pussy to caress your cock 
3. Talking unit, she'll purr, scream & moan 

as you ram i deep inside 

reg, $79 95 now only $22.99 
Must Add $3 PAH * $2 extra for EXPRESS 

| ASIAN Dept. Hu 898 
Post Office Box 250040 «Los Angeles, CA 90025 
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next month in 

USTLER 
SEX EDUCATION 
September HUSTLER hires hot, titillating teachers to put 
the ass back in class. Two swim instructors bone up on the 
meaning of life after narrowly escaping a watery grave. 
Horny hijinks ensue when a blond lesbian takes her best 
girlfriend on a fuck field trip to the family farm. A sultry, 
born-again brunette finds grace between her supple thighs. 
A sexy surveyor explores the silky depths of Mother 
Nature’s sweetest mystery. Crack open the pink pages of 
September HUSTLER for an all-night cram session. 

DITCHING DETENTION 
After infiltrating the Oval Office, the Religious Right will out- 
law premarital sex, adult entertainment, HUSTLER Magazine 
and other personal liberties in the name of God. The Religious 

Right currently pulls the strings of several national policy mak- 
ers on Capitol Hill. Conservative Christian organizations suc- 
cessfully backed the campaigns and ensured the election of nine 
Senators and 26 Congressmen. Are the average HUSTLER 
reader's Constitutional rights and freedoms in serious jeop- 
ardy? Yes. In One Nation Under God: How the Religious Right 
Wants Control of Your Government, political analyst Laurel 
Smith maps the maneuverings of religious fanatics in three- 
piece suits legislating the nation’s morality. 

RAUNCHY RECESS 
AXA starlet Shane parlayed her blue eyes, sunny smile and 

insatiable sexual appetite into unparalleled notoriety and suc- 
cess with her Shane’s World blue-screen series. Her signature 
videos shoplift styles from MTV's Real World, National 
Lampoon's Animal House and Bruce Seven’s fuckathons. 
Shane's World dispels the humdrum norm of conventional 
porn by capturing the carefree frolicking of fresh-faced star- 
lets before, during and after orgasm-inspiring orgies. In 
Probing Shane's World: 48 Hours on Planet Pussy, reporter 
Steve Slauson joins Shane’s gaggle of giggling girls and guys 
for a weekend of snowboarding, smoking and schtupping at 
California’s Big Bear Mountain ski resort. 

EXTRA CREDIT 
In September’s Sex Play, “A Kick in the Nuts: Recognizing 
and Fighting Testicular Cancer,” medical correspondent Larry 
Wichman offers an optimistic prognosis about this pernicious 
yet curable cancer. Bits & Pieces flushes the shit that didn’t 
make a splash in South Park and squashes this summer's 
monster blockbuster. Erotic Entertainment picks the prick- 
stiffening flicks and clones Shayla La Veaux’s cunt. Beaver 
Hunt hosts a potluck of neighborhood sweetmeats. September 
HUSTLER tops the honor roll with pages of grade-A pussy. 

"September HUSTLER on sale June 30, 1998. 
HUSTLER’s Web site is coming now at 

http://www.hustler.com 

August HUSTLER 



Always HOT SLAMMIN' 
ACTION! Call NOW! | 

| §=900- | 
646-666 \ 
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___VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT 
“www. cyhererotica. com 


